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A NATIONAL BULLETIN ON FAMILY SUPPORT & CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH

FAMILIES, MANAGED CARE, &CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH
PRIVATE SECTOR MANAGED CARE AND
CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH

JUST WHAT Is
"MANAGED CARE"?

he federal Child and Adolescent
T
Service System Progr a m
(CASSP) , launched in 1984, has been

the public and private sec
Inewntorsboth
there is increasing emphasis on
ways to organize, deliver and fi

an important contributor to the
movement to make major changes in
the way services are provided to chil
dren with severe emotional disorders
and their families . The principles
underlying CASSP call for commu
nity-based systems of care that are
comprehensive and emphasize co
ordination among child-serving
agencies , service delivery in th e
least restrictive environment, full in
volvement of families , and cultural
competence. These principles have
been widely accepted in the worlds
of child welfare , child mental health ,
juvenile justice and special education.
The reform efforts have led to a move
ment to restructure these four major
child-serving capacities into a single
community-based , family-focused ,
culturally competent interagency sys
tem of care (5). This systematic ap
proach has encouraged a reduction in
psychiatric hospitalization and resi
dential treatment with an accompa
nying shift toward in-home, commu 
nity-based modalities that focus on
utilizing family strengths, family
preservation, family support, and
wraparound intervention strategies

Over the last decade the system
of care concept and philosophy have
become the prevailing public service
delivery ideology for children and
adolescents with severe emotional
disorders and their families. This shift
has been true only with respect to
long-term care for children and youth
with the most serious problems and
needs , and has been limited prima
rily to the public sector. For those
children and families whose care was
supported with private sector dollars
in the form of health insurance, the
vast majority of mental health services
provided were still being offered in a
traditional mode , with services lim
ited to inpatient and outpatient mo
dalities, delivered without a system
atic approach. Families were being
denied the more family-friendly,
strengths-based , community-based
interventions available in the public
sector.
By 1992, several private mental
health provider agencies were de
scribing the development of services
that appeared similar to those used

nance mental health care. More and
more consumers and families find
themselves dealing with new sys
tems-health maintenance organiza
tions (HMOs), preferred provider net
works (PPOs), primary care case
managers or pOint-of-service plans.
Even traditional insurance plans now
frequently use utilization reviews to
determine whether a particular ser
vice is necessary. The overall term for
these new approaches is managed
care.
Instead of allOWing consumers
open access to any health service
(within the limits set by an insurance
policy or public program), managed
care systems have a mechanism to
constrain unnecessary use of services
and to ensure that each person's care
is "appropriate" or "medically neces
sary. " Managed care is a sharp con
trast to the alternatives: a fee-for-ser
vice system, where the payor agrees
to reimburse for speCified services
furnished to a covered individual, or
a public grant program, that provides
a pre-set sum of money for specified
services bu t allows the provider
agency to determine whom it has the
capacity to serve.
The managed care industry often
describes managed care as a system
to ensure that each individual receives
the right services at the right time in
the right amount-no more, no less.
But the term "managed care" encom-
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JUST WHAT
passes so many different ways to do
this that describing a system as a
managed care system gives very little
information about how it is really
organized and how it operates.
Increasingly, managed care in the
mental health system is taking the
form of capitated payments for the
provision of mental health and sub
s tance abuse services to a defined
population, called behavioral health
care. In these plans, a managed care
entity-which can be either public or
private , profit-making or non
profit-receives a set fee, known as a
capitation rate, for each person it
agrees to serve. The fee is paid either
by an insu rance company or em
ployer, or by a family or individual.
In a publicly funded program such as
Medicaid, mental health or child wel
fare, the fee is paid by the state.
In return for the fee , the managed
care entity agrees to provide specific
behavioral and/or physical health care
services. As a general rule, the man
aged care entity is paid the same capi
tation rate for each person, no mat
ter how much the person uses the
services. This is often described as
"risk-based contracting," because the
managed care entity assumes the fi
nancial risk of providing services
beyond those paid for when that is
necessary.
In the public sector, the extent of
coverage under managed care is usu
ally defined in a contract and will
partly d epend on the fee that the
managed care entity receives. For ex
ample, a Medicaid managed care plan
with a high capitation rate is likely
to offer a broader range of mental
health services than a plan with a
lower capitation rate , and is likely to
allow children and families to use
these services more often.
As part of the contract, the man
aged care entity agrees to provide,
when necessary, any of the covered
services to any participating child and
family, even if this results in costs
higher than the capitation rate. Man
aged care entities , therefore, have in

Is "MANAGED CARE"]

centives to control the use of services
very closely. Sometimes this is done
by limiting the kinds of services that
physicians and other mental health
profeSSionals can offer a family.
Managed care plans have their
own standards (called guidelines or
protocols) to decide the type of ben
efit and level of care appropriate for
each individual. The standards may
limit the number of times a child or
family can be seen or the length of
time they can receive a service or sup
port. To avoid lOSing money, a plan
may not provide the services a family
believes a child needs. Sometimes, a
provider may even fail to speak
frankly with families about the level
of care needed , or may not make a
referral to a speCialist because it is
against the policy of the managed care
entity to do so. In such cases, it is
important for families to understand
how to appeal on behalf of their child.
Managed care entities often con
trol cos ts by reviewing providers' de
cisions about treatment and services.
Service providers may have to seek
approval for certain services and the
managed care entity will consider
both the cost of the service and the
child's need. This process is called
utilization review.
There are different ways to provide
behavioral health care in a managed
care plan. Some plans are comprehen
sive and include physical as well as
mental health services. Other systems
"carve out" mental health services
from other health care and provide
them through a completely separate
managed care plan. Some plans fall
between these ex tremes , providing
routine mental health care through
the basic plan while covering treat
ment, services and supports for more
severe or long-term mental health
problems through either a separate
managed care plan or the traditional
fee-for-service system.
However the managed care plan
is set up , managed care plans have a
strong track record of saving money
over the open-ended fee-for-service
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CONTINUED

approach. In addition, a managed care
contract offers th e purchaser
whether a company or a publi c
agency-predictable costs. These fac
tors are leading to rapid expansion of
managed care, both in the private
market and the public sector.
Mental health and other state
agencies are now seriously planning
and , in a few states, are actually us
ing managed care systems. Many in
dividuals who are covered by Medic
aid already receive their services
through managed care. IncreaSingly,
state officials are talking about com
bining Medicaid, mental health , sub
stance abuse and sometimes child
welfare funds to develop an inter
agency managed care systems for chil
dren with mental, emotional or be
havioral disorders.
A state that requires individuals
who are eligible for Medicaid to join
a managed care plan must have ap
proval from the federal government.
The federal Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA) allows states
to waive (i.e., not follow) certain
Medicaid requirements if it finds the
state's managed care plan acceptable.
When a state requests such a Medic
aid waiver, it must solicit and take
into account the opinions of con
cerned citizens, such as families and
advoca tes for children with mental,
emotional and behavioral disorders.
Managed care systems in some
states operate through existing pub
lic-sector programs such as commu
nity mental health centers. In other
states , private, for-profit managed
care companies operate managed care
systems on a contract basis for the
states. Finally, in still other states, the
decision about managed care may
shift to counties or regional bodies.
When there is a contract with a
private firm , the contract speCifies:
(1) who will be served; (2) what ser
vices will be provided; (3) how much
money the managed care entity will
receive for each adult and child en
rolled; (4) the standards for evaluat
ing the services; (5) what reports will

be produced ; (6) how families can
appeal decisions that they do not like;
and ( 7) all other aspects of the man
aged care system. Managed care com
panies are required to do only what
is spelled out in their contracts. Com
panies ca nnot be co mp elled to do
anything that is not contained within
their contracts- even if a particular
course of action would cl early be
good policy.
Where the public sector operates
a managed care system, a public plan
ning document should include the
same description of h ow the sys tem
will operate.
Unfortunately, much of managed
care emphasizes cos t controls and

profit-m a king ove r quality care.
Poorly run managed care can limit
access to care and result in denial of
necessary services and supports.
Well-run managed care that is ad
equately funded should control health
care costs while maintaining quality.
Child and family advocacy groups
should not let the technical terms and
aspects of managed care divert them
from their goals. Discussion of managed
care raises the same policy concerns
about children 's m ental health that
families and advocates have struggled
with for years. The goals of a managed
care system should be the same as the
goals of any good public system.

CHRIS KOYANAGI. Leg
islative Policy Direc
tO I; Bazelon Center
Jor Mental Health
Law, 1101 15th
Street N . W, Suit e
1212 , Washington ,
D.C. 200 05-5002 ;
vo ice: (202) 467- Chris Koyanagi
5730; TDD: (202) 467-4232;Jax: (202)
223-0409.
This article is based upon two Bazelon
Center publications: Managing Managed

Care for Publicly Financed Mental Health
Services and Managing Behav ioral Health
Care for Children and Youth: A Fa mily
Advocate's Guide. Ordering information is
provided on pages 32 and 33.

PRIVATE SECTOR MANAGED CARE
AND CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH CONTINUED
in the public sector, including home
based , crisis intervention/stabiliza
tion, respite , and other hospital diver
sion modalities. The current study
was undertaken for the purpose of
d emonstrating: (1) th e d egree to
which this technology diffusion had
occurred; and (2) the degree to which
children , adolescents and their fami
lies whose care is supported by pri
vate resourc es were having their
needs met in a systematic way.

METHODOLOGY.
This study was designed as a de
scriptive study of a limited number
of sites chosen to represent the state
of the art in private systems of care.
The stated purpose of the study was
to: ( 1) identify systematic private sec
tor models for delivering mental
health services to children , adoles
cents , and their families; (2) describe
such system m odels; (3) define the
elements of those systems that can
and should integrate with public sys
tems ; and (4) summarize the lessons
to be learned from the experience of
these systems.
The working definition of a pri
vate sector system o f care that
emerged is: (1) an array of services
for children and ad olescents with

emotional problems and their fami
lies; (2) offered to a population whose
care is not primarily supported with
public funds; and (3) provided either
by an agency or group of agencies
under a managed care contract with
a h ealth maintenance organization
(HMO) , preferred provider organiza
tion (PPO) or insurance company
plan , or provided by an insurance or
managed care provider company (by
itself or through contracts with sev
eral agen cies).
Providers of managed care orga
nizations eligible for selection for the
study:
• Must have a continuum of ser
vices available to a population of pri
vate mental health clients under a fee
for service or managed care arrange
ment; that focus must be either aimed
at hospital diversion andlor minimi
zation of hospital stay and must have
a focus on nonresidential services.
• Mu s t ha ve- o r be movin g
strongly toward-an array of services
that includes most of the follOWing
capacities available to the entire popu
lation served , including short-term
hospitalizati on , day/partial hospital,
therapeutiCfoster care, crisis residen
tial/respite, intensive home-based ser
vices, emergency/crisis response and
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ou tpatient services.
• Must be a sufficiently well-de
veloped system of care to be able to
serve as a useful examp le to the field
and to receive national attention.
• Should have a mechanism for
integrating these services , assuring
an d promoting matching of needs
with the most appropriate servi ce for
the child and family through the use
of care management, case manage
ment, andlor a teaming mechanism
(this includes linkages to public sys
tems that offer services needed by the
child and family).
• Should have a mechanism for
working on system issues and for the
coordination of services, if the system
includes several coopera ting agencies.
• Sh ould have noteworthy accom
plishments in other areas , including
capacity for long-term care for chil
dren and adolescents with severe
emo tional disorders ; linkages to pub
lic sec tor agencies through provisio n
of care under Medicaid or through
purchase of service; speCial emphasiS
on inclusion of families in care man
agement, care of their children , and
family support; or speCial emphasis
on cultural competence.
The request for nominations was
sent to a list of over 130 key infor

mants. The selection process yielded
only 26 nominations , 3 of which were
generated by one of the investigators.
Five nominees were ultimately
found to have met the study criteria.
Two of these were managed care or
ganizations (U.s. Behavioral Health ,
Emeryville, California ; Va lue Behav
ioral Health , Falls Church, Virginia),
two were private for-pro fit service
providers (Choate Health Systems,
In c. , Bos ton , Ma ssa chu se tts ;
InterCare Behavioral Health Services,
Pittsburgh , Pennsylvania), and one
was a private, nonprofit service pro
vider (DePelchin Center, Houston ,
Texas). Site visit reports were gener
ated from information gathered dur
ing the site visits (two days at each
location) , from study qu estionnaires
and through other materials submit
ted by the sites.
MAJOR FINDINGS .
Despite a nationwide search , only
five programs were identified that met
the study criteria. An assumption can
be made that, whatever progress has
bee n mad e in adding sys tem ap
proac hes to the priva te sector, the
degree of penetration into the main
stream has been very low.
No Private System of Care. Re
gardless of the degree to which there
has been change in private sector ser
vice provision , an impression emerges
that true systems of care do not exist
in the private sector. While many of
the system of care principles have
been incorporated-which is a sig
nifica nt achievement-the MCO and
service provider sites in this study
have simply crea ted broader, more
flexible and integra ted continuums of
care, rath er than system s of care as
defined by CASSP (5). For a system
of care to be created-not only must
the service array be expanded-but
mechanisms for access to services,
sys tem- level coo rdina ti on acro ss
agencies, case management and co
ordination at the client level, and
mechanisms for financing of services
must also be put in place. For the
most part, as represented by the sites
in this study, this has not occurred in
the private sector, in which there has

been a particular failure to offer fam
ily support services or to integrate
services and funding with that avail
able through schools, child welfare,
and juvenile justice systems . As such ,
any private sector advances in broad
ening the array of available services
pale in comparison to the potential
in a well-functioning, public system
of care. In order to be fair, however,
it should be rec ognized that most
communities do not have well-devel
oped public systems of care and, given
this reality, the services offered by the
study sites go well beyond those avail
able to many public clients nation
wide.
This study identified factors that
sugges t that a truly systematic ap
proach will be difficult, if not impos
sible, to create in the private sector.
W hile every community has the po
tential to create a model public sys
tem of care, there are basic limitations
in private sector practice that make it
difficult to develop a system of care.
The m ajor barrier to system develop
ment is the strict adherence to the medi
cal m odel within private mental health
servi ces. This approach includes two

important elements. The first is the
concept oj medical necessity . Under this

precept, health care is provided un
der the aegis of "health insurance,"
and , as such , must be directed aimed
at the amelioration of a specific dis
ease entity; all other care is seen as
supp ortive, ancillary, and someone
else's responsibility. This categoriza
tion of services as either medical or
s upp ortive is ex trem ely limiting
within a system of care. It separates
rather than integrates care compo
nents. In addition , the emphasiS on
medical necessity fo cuses the treat
ment planning process on the patho
logical aspects of an individual's condi
tion which undermines the use of the
strength-based approach that underlies
the system of care philosophy.
The second problematic fa ctor re
lated to reliance on the medical model
is its Jocus on acute care. Long-term ,
disabling co nditio ns traditionally
have been relegated to a rehabilitation
status and , thus, excluded from medi
cal attention. As a result, most chil
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CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
SERVICES DEVELOPS PRINCIPLES FOR
SYSTEMS OF MANAGED CARE
he Substance Abuse and Men
tal H ealth Services Ad
ministration's Center for Mental
Health Services (CMHS) provides
national leadership for improving
the quality and availability of treat
ment and prevention services for
mental illness, particularly with
respect to adults with serious men
tal illness and children with seri
ous mental, emotional or behav
ioral disorders . CMHS staff have
recognized that changes in health
care financing and organization
made it imperative that all parties
(or stakeholders) with an interest
in managed care systems work
collaboratively in an effort to de
liver accessible, appropriate, com
prehensive, culturally competent,
cost-effective services of the high
est quality. Accordingly, CMHS
developed a set of principles to
gUide stakeholders in the planning,
implementation and evaluation of
managed care systems. Critical
stakeholders include consumers
family members, advocates , federai
agencies, counties and local com
munities , Native American tribes
purchasers, managed care organi~
zations and prOViders working
within managed care systems .
These principles address:
(1 ) quality of care;
(2) consumer participation and
rights ;
(3) accessibility;
(4) affordability;
(5) linkages and integration; and
(6) accountability.
A free two-color poster of the prin
Ciples may be obtained from: Na
tional Mental Health Services
Knowledge Exchange Network
(KEN) , PO. Box 42490, Washing
ton, D.C. , 20015 ; (800) 789-2647
(voice); (301) 443-9006 (TDD) .
The principles ma y also be
downloaded from the following
World Wide Web site : http ://
www.mentalhealth.org!

T

dren and adolescents with severe
emotional disorders have most of
their care provided by child welfare,
juvenile justice, and special education
agencies , rather than health or men
tal health agencies, supported by pub
lic or private health insurance. The
focus on acute care has been fostered
by the private sector health insurance
industry, including managed mental
health care, and has reinforced this

separation between mental health ser
vices and the rest of the system of care.
Until a framework is developed that
bridges the gap between the medical
model and the concepts of rehabilita
tion and support, private sector clients
will continue to be denied access to the
system of care until the point at which
they become public sector clients.
Positive Potential of Managed
Care. While managed care has been a

NATIONAL COALITION OF FAMILY LEADERS MEETS TO ADDRESS
MANAGED CARE SERVICES FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
n August 1996 a national coalition of 35 family leaders from the fields of
I mental
health, child welfare, developmental disabilities, and special health
care needs gathered in Portsmouth, New Hampshire to discuss and strategize
about the future of long-term supports and services for children in a man
aged care environment.
In the past decade, the field oflong-term supports for children has wit
nessed the emergence of innovative and responsive approaches to support
ing all children in families. These approaches to providing long-term sup
port include: supporting children in community-based early care and
educational opportunities, neighborhood schools and regular classes, and
community health care services. Unfortunately, public policies and fund
ing mechanisms too often limit the availability of these effective forms of
supports and services to children and families. New health care policies
such as managed care present new challenges and opportunities to offer
long-term supports and services to children requiring extensive and ongo
ing supports.
Given the fact that states have begun to enroll children in managed care
plans for long-term services and supports, family leaders felt that it was
imperative to mobilize a national planning meeting. The group of 35 na
tional family leaders and policymakers met for two days to discuss and
define the values, principles, and strategies that can be used to affect na
tional change in the field of long-term supports and services for children.
Although the participants' represented diverse backgrounds, there was
unanimous agreement concerning the need to coalesce as a unified voice
to affect public policy and influence statewide change. Accordingly, the
coalition divided into three national work groups. One group is gathering,
developing and disseminating a set of gUiding principles to be used in the
development of state and national reform in the area of long-term supports
and services for children. These principles can be applied across any con
stituency group advocating for the rights of children and families in need
of long-term assistance. The second group is identifying all existing family
and consumer organizations who are interested in joining in the coalition
for children in need of long-term supports and services. The third group is
developing a model contract specifying language to assure consumer-con
trolled, family-centered , community-based, flexible long-term supports and
services for children involved in the systems of mental health, child wel
fare , special health care' needs and developmental disabilities. For addi
tional information on the work of the coalition contact: The Hood Center
for Family Support, Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center, One Medical
Center Drive, Lebanon, New Hampshire 03756; (603) 650-4419 (voice);
(603) 650-7722 (fax); E-mail: cindi.lapointe@dartmouth.edu
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much maligned health care approach,
the service delivery philosophies of
the managed care organizations in
this study appear to be extremely
compatible with the system of care
philosophy. Both are concerned with
offering children and adolescents care
for their mental health problems us
ing the most appropriate and least
restrictive alternatives. Both under
stand that one of the primary vehicles
that makes this possible is the avail
ability of a full array of services. This
has led to development of home
based and other non-institutional ser
vice modalities for use by both pub
lic and private populations. Although
the scope of that array is seen more
narrowly by most MCOs , and some
services such as therapeutiC foster and
group home care and respite are rarely
made available , the recognition of the
need for a continuum of care within
the managed care world has brought
the public and private sectors closer
together.
Both MCOs and public systems of
care rely on some form of case man
agement to coordinate and assure ac
cess to services. At the managed care
sites in this study, individual cli ents
have their course of treatment fol
lowed by a care manager, who is re
sponsible [or knowing the client's en
tire mental health history, accessing
the specific services needed, and
monitoring the effectiveness of a se
ries of interventions. In systems of
care for children and adolescents with
severe emotional disorders and their
families , case management has these
same functions and desired outcome.
There are, however, Significant differ
ences between these care coordina
tion mechanisms. In systems of care,
the case manager's role also includes
team building and the provision of
some direct, ongoing support to the
child and family. In managed care, the
care manager role additionally in
cludes the responsibility for the au
thorization of speCific service modali
ties and amounts of care, as well as
for utilization review.
Even the negatively perceived cost
containm ent emphaSiS inherent in
managed care is not inconsistent with

the goals of systems of care. In fact,
cost savings has been one of the most
important aspects of the changes fol
lowing the introduction of the system
of care concepts into public mental
health. While this cost saving goal has
not been as overtly touted as in the
private sector, the perception of re
duced costs following the public sec
tor shift from institutional to commu
nity-based care has kept system of
care development alive .
In both public and private set
tings, new ways are being developed
to best take advantage of the dollars
available. In this case, the technology
transfer has been primarily from the
private to the public sector as man
agement strategies utilized by MCOs
are now being more scrupulously ap
plied by public systems of care. Most
prominent among these are the use
of outcome measures to monitor in
dividual progress as well as system
efficiency and the use of systematic
processes to determine how to focus
resources and maximize available
funds (2). Both of these private sec
tor strengths provide important les
sons to the public sector, which has
historically done poorly in the areas
of outcome measurement and re
source allocation and management.
The Growing Private Sector Con
tinuum of Care. The last major find
ing supports the original hypothesis
of the study: some private agencies are
now offering private sector clients the
type of alternative services seen in the
public sector. The service provider
sites in this study were each provid
ing several non-hospital program
matic options for those individuals
who required a service more intensive
and/or supportive than outpatient
therapy. These included intensive
outpatient treatment, crisis stabiliza
tion , crisis respite, and in-home ser
vices. One site even offered therapeu
tic foster and group home care.
Although most of these services were
delivered within a traditional cat
egorical program paradigm, the po
tential for them to be used systemati
cally was built into them. In fact, all
three study sites had developed their
own managed care products and were

taking advantage of the potential to
integrate their service programs. The
ability of providers to offer a con
tinuum of care that supports the posi
tive potential of managed care is
growing, and an increasing number
of MCOs and other insurers are learn
ing to utilize this capacity.
It is important to re-emphasize
that, nationwide , very few provider
organizations have developed the ca
pacity for a broad continuum of care.
For the most part, mental health clin
ics nationwide are still "stuck" in a
traditional outpatient therapy mode,
while hospitals are still primarily of
fering acute inpatient services. The
valuable lesson to be gleaned from the
providers in this study is that , when
an array of innovative services is de
veloped, private sector insurers will
use them. As one provider said, "If
you build them , they will come. " In
the past this adage has held true for
hospital beds and it is now becoming
a reality for community-based, fam
ily-centered services.

THE SIMILARITY BETWEEN
MANAGED CARE AND SYSTEM
OF CARE .
An unexpected study finding was
the recognition that the underlying
principles of managed care are simi
lar to and entirely compatible with
those of systems of care for children
and adolescents with serious emo
tional disorders and their families.
Both sets of principles aim to offer the
most appropriate level of care that an
individual needs at any moment in
time. In the system of care this is
represented by the concept of least
restrictive environment and in man
aged care this is represented
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through levels of care gUidelines.
In addition , both system of care
principles and managed care prin
ciples rely on flexibility in the use of
services and in finding innovative
approaches. In managed care this is
manifest in those instances where
managed care contracts allow for an
unlimited benefit as incurred by those
organizations found in the study.
While not as inclusive and malleable
as public sector wraparound services,
the unlimited and well-controlled
benefits offered under some managed
care plans are based on the same un
derstanding: the correct amount of
the right services leads to the most
positive result while also being the
most efficient.
For managed care to reach its po
tential , it must be funded adequately
and utilize care management and ser
vice provision poliCies which empha
size full-service delivery. Similarly,
public systems of care can only reach
their potential when the efficiencies
of care management and fiscal respon
Sibility-the hallmarks of managed
care-are utilized.

CRITICAL PRACTICE ISSUES.
When a reasonable managed care
product is adequately supported mon
etarily, its concepts are entirely com
patible with the principles of public
systems of care. Both managed care
organizations in this study were at
tempting to approximate the theoreti
cal potential of managed care. They
have done this by creating an ap
proach that focuses primarily on ser
vice delivery rather than on costs.
First, they created a clinical model of
care management in which licensed
and experienced mental health pro
fessionals are asked to make clinical
judgments within the context of high
level (often psychiatric) supervision.
Secondly, they encouraged employers
to purchase liberal benefit packages
from them.
Each of these organizations offer
an unlimited mental health benefit
that is closely managed. In doing so,
they recognized that the best and
most efficient care is that which can
be crafted to meet an individual's spe

fOe ~INT
cific needs and is flexible enough to
be modified as necessary. When con
trolled by a care manager who knows
the facts and history of the case and
the full range of service alternatives
in the community, this care can be
more clinically appropriate and, of
ten , less costly.
Further, both managed care orga
nizations acknowledged the need to
view child and adolescent services as
different than those provided to adults.

This has encouraged the identification
of providers who can offer child-ori
ented services and the development of
mechanisms to support them.
Finally, the lead ers of the pro
grams nominated for this study for
merly worked in the public commu
nity mental health and child-welfare
oriented arenas. Their approach to
services fo cuses on the speCial needs
of children and adolescents and an
appreciation for non-institutional ,

EGG HARBOR FAMILY SUMMIT ESTABLISHES
CHILDREN'S MANAGED CARE PRINCIPLES
n September 1995 about 30 parent leaders from around the United States
Ispecial
gathered at Egg Harbor, Wisconsin discuss health care for children with
health care needs. Based on a universal concern about the unknown
to

effects of managed care on children, the families developed a set of family
driven standards for managed care systems treating children with speCial
health care needs. The families identified five key principles that should
gUide the delivery of services to children with special health care needs in a
managed care environment.
Families are the core of any health care system. Managed care systems
should: acknowledge and support the expertise that families bring to their
caretaking, decision-making and care-coordinating roles; accept and value
the richly diverse traditions and languages families bring to health care set
tings ; and respond to the needs identified by families and providers.
Family-professional partnership. Managed care systems should recog
nize that outcomes for children with speCial health care needs will improve
when families and profeSSionals make decisions jointly, with each party re
specting the expertise, experiences, training and resources that each brings
to the care of the child.
Access. Children with special health care needs should enjoy uncon
ditional and equitable access to quality primary, preventive , habilitative,
and speCialty health care services and equipment at reasonable cost to
their families.
Flexibility. Medical decisions and referrals should be based on the unique
circumstances of the family and condition of the child.
Comprehensive, coordinated, community-based care. Managed care sys
tems should assure a coordinated system of comprehensive services to chil
dren with speCial health care needs and their families through direct service
provision within the plan and collaboration with public and private com
munity services outside of the plan. These services should be delivered as
close to the child's home as possible, and include appropriate outreach to
underserved families .
In addition to the principles, the participants at the Egg Harbor meeting
developed an extensive list of specific strategies for putting the principles
into action. For additional information concerning the principles developed
at the Egg Harbor meeting, contact any of the following: Bev Crider, Michi
gan Department of Health, Plaza Building, 3rd Floor, South Tower, 1200
Sixth Street, Detroit, Michigan 48226, (800) 359-3722;Josie Thomas, Insti
tute for Family-Centered Care, 7900 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 405, Bethesda,
Maryland 20814, (301) 652-0281 ; or Polly Arango, Family Voices, PO. Box
769, Algodones, New Mexico 87001 , (505) 867-2368.
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community-based services . These
leaders created a full continuum of
care heavily foc used on hospital di
version.

A BALANCED VIEW
This study presents a positive view
of managed behavioral health care's
potential to provide systematically
delivered services; however, it is im
portant to recognize that the dream
of managed care is far from reality.
While there is a potential within man
aged care to enhance the delivery of
services , much of current managed
care practice fo cuses on cost contain
ment and profitmaking.
Unfortunately, child-serving pro
fessionals have rarely had the oppor
tunity to see care managed in a posi
tive way. Rather, they experience
service restrictions and demands that
require them to practice in a manner
contrary to their training. The in
creased paperwork that accompanies
managed care, although necessary for
the efficiency of the managed care
organization, is burdensome to clini
cians and agencies alike.
This is similar to the experience
of many family members with chil
dren and adolescents with more se
vere mental health problems. They
often see limits rather than better
care; rigidity rather than flexibility in
service allocation. When a child's care
n eeds beco me intensive and long
term, famili es are fa ced with being
denied further services. When their
mental health benefits have been ex
hausted , the care for their child is
most often shifted to public sector
agencies such as schools, child wel
fare and juvenile justice.
Managed care organizations take
little responsibility beyond the con
fines of the individual's benefit pack
age. By definition , they can only of
fer a partial approach to care-the
acute part. While family members
might initially obtain a systematic,
we ll-design ed intervention , when
benefit limitations are reached, they
get nothing. When there is an avenue
of eligibility, their care is shifted to
the public sector. While this is not
unlike the rest of the health insurance

industry and many public m ental
health programs, it does not live up
to the promise of managed care.
The realization of the full poten
tial of managed care and th e integra
tion of th e system of care principles
into the private sector requires the
following:
Employers must recognize the
value of increased mental health
among their employees and their
famil y members. As long as corpo
rate America is sa tsfied bu yi ng a
cheap and inadequate men tal health
service package, there will be no room
for improvement in service delivery.
The process of educa ting employers
could be facilitated if employees-the
consumers of mental h ealth ca re
understood the need for a nd de
manded more appropri ate services
and a system of care approach for ad
dressing more severe problems.
Managed care organizations must
shift their philosophical balance
from cost containment to service de
livery. The companies in this study
demonstrate that a "service first, cost
containment second" approach is fea
sible, marketable and profitable. Most
managed care organizations express
this phil osophy, but the rhetoric is
hollow when they agree to contracts
th at do not pro vide adequ ate re
sources to actualize it.
Related to the balance in service
philosophy is the issu e o f profit.
There are no standards as to the ac
ceptable degree of profit a health care
insurer or care managemen t company
should reasonably make. While some
would argue that it is unconscionable
to make any profit on health care , it
is probably more realistic to address
the limitation of profits. Regulation
of profits would make reaching an
appropriate balance be tw een cos t
co ntainm ent a nd service d elive ry
easier to attain .
The full range of service modali
ties must be widely accepted. Many
employers , managed care organiza
tions and service providers adhere to
a n ex tre m e ly traditional m e ntal
health service model that focuses on
inpatient hospitalization and outpa
tient therapy, with some partial hos

pitalization and short-term residen
tial trea tment. This study dem on
strates that a broader continuum of
care is not only within the bounds of
good clinical practice, but also offers
better and less expensive services.
An enormous amount of mon ey
and other resources must be inves ted
to crea te a service sys tem that can
meet the individual needs of the en
tire- public and private-child and
adolescent mental health consumers
population. To date our society has
been unwilling to make that invest
ment. Accordingly, we have mis-spent
a large percenta ge of our current
funds on overly-expensive inpatient
services. As this study demonstrates,
however, when we are ready to make
the necessary commitments, both the
knowledge and the technology are
available to create a system of care
that can meet the individual needs of
th e whole population .

Systematic Approaches to Mental
Health Care in the Private Sector for
Children, Adol escents and Th eir Fami
li es: Managed Care Organizations and
Service Providers. Ordering informa
tion is provided at page 32.
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MANAGED BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CARE AND FAMILY INVOLVEMENT:
THE ARIZONA EXPERIENCE

B

rief History. Prior to 1988,
Arizona's children and families in
need of behavioral health services
were faced with a practi cally non-ex
istent service system. The typical ser
vice offered was out-of-home treat
ment. As a result of the lack of
coordination and limited service
availability, a coalition of families ,
child advocates , b ehavioral health
profeSSionals and others interested in
making a change for the better gath
ered as a coalition and made recom
mendations to change the system.
These efforts resulted in the enact
ment of two children 's behavioral
health statutes.
Arizona Revised Statute §36-3421
created the Council on Children's
Behavioral Health. This 22-member
council oversees the development of
the children's behavioral h ealth sys
tem and makes reco mmendations to
the Governor and to the Arizona Leg
islature. The statute requires that a
minimum of four m emb ers of the
council shall be parents or guardians
of children receiving b ehavioral
health services. In addi tion to ap
pointing parents or guardians , the
Governor, Speaker of the House of
Representatives and President of the
Senate appoint an additional nine
council members. The remaining
members required by the statute in
clude representatives from the fi ve
child-serving state agencies and a rep
resentative of the Navajo Nation .
Arizona Revised Statute §36-3431
directs the Division of Behavioral
Health to develop and implement a
comprehensive behavioral health ser
vice system for children. Accordingly,
an intergovernmental agreement be
tween the state child welfare, education,
juvenile justice and behavioral health
systems was established. This agree
ment provides for the development of
a collaborative needs and resource as
sessment and the development of a
funding and service delivery plan.
The Arizona Health Care Cost
Containment system (AHCCCS) is

Arizona's Medicaid program and the
state's health care program for persons
who do not qualify for Medicaid. The
AHCCCS acute care program is cur
rently in its thirteenth year of opera
tion. When the AHCCCS program
began in 1982 , from the state's per
spective, it was necessary to delay the
implementation of behavioral health
care services until the program could
stabilize. In 1990, AHCCCS began
phaSing-in comprehensive behavioral
health services starting with Medic
aid-eligible children under the age of
eighteen who required residential
care. Behavioral health services for
Medicaid-eligible children under the
age of eighteen who did not require
residential care were added on April
1, 1991. The eighteen, nineteen and
twenty year olds also began receiving
services on this date.
The "phasing-in period" (which
was more of a slam dunk) created
much chaos. Providers , family mem
bers and adult consumers were com
pletely lost. After the dust settled, we
had a clearer view of the direction we
needed to go in. We needed to con
tinue to stay together and ensure that
our voices were heard in planning our
system of care.
Today. Arizona's Behavioral Health
Department chose to divide the state
into five regions. The state contracts
with Regional Behavioral Health Au
thorities or RBHAs. These RBHAs are
all non-profit and are required by con
tract to have family members on their
boards of directors as well as on their
quality assurance committees.
Local children's councils are an
outgrowth of the Children's Behav
ioral Health Council. Parents serve on
some of the local councils. Each of
the five state regions has at least one
local children's council. The RBHAs
regularly participate in the local coun
cil meetings. Local council members
come together four times each year
at various locations throughout the
state to receive updates on the activi
ties of the monthly state council meet-
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ings , familiarize themselves with spe
cific local co ncerns, and share infor
mation concerning what is working
well in various parts of the state.
Cultural Competency. Behavioral
health n eeds cross all cultural and
ethnic backgrounds. Yet multiple bar
riers exist for Native Americans seek
ing trea tment and other assistance.
Some of the concerns that have faced
our nineteen Native American tribes
include geographic isolation, lack of
support for traditional Indian healing
approaches , inadequate funding and
unclear roles and responsibiliti es .
Each tribe has representatives on the
Inter-Tribal Council of Arizona. This
council is very active in addressing
and presenting the needs of our In
dian people.
In an effort to identify strategies
for addressing the challenges of Na
tive American people with mental
health needs a national conference,
held in Albuquerque, New Mexico in
April 1993 , brought together over 250
mental health care representati ves
and family members. In June 1994, a
follow-up conference attracted ap
proximately 80 participants to specifi
cally examine the needs of Arizona's
Native Americans.
As a result of the follow-up con
ference and other cultural needs , Ari
zona citizens developed a cultural
competency plan for the administra
tion and delivery of behavioral health
services. The steering committee in
cluded representatives from provider
agencies, behavioral health planning
and advisory councils, families, tribes
and other state agencies. The imple
mentatio n of the plan will be annu
ally assessed at the state, regional and
local provider agency levels beginning
in January 1997. The Children's Be
havioral Health and State Planning
Co uncils will regularly review and
make recommendations on the basis
of the assessments.
Family Involvement. Arizona has
always prided itself on its legislatively
mandated family involv ement in

planning and policymaking. Al
though I concur, in practice it has
been difficult for families to travel to
Phoenix for countless meetings. Fur
ther, most family members had no
idea how committees operate. Al
though families were pleased when
the state began to reimburse them for
the expenses associated with their
participation in meetings , reimburse
ment alone was simply not enough.
Only a very small number of family
members were invo lved and-of
those families-few represented eth
nically diverse or rural populations.
When the opportunity presented
itself, Ijoined M.I.K.I.D. (Mentally III
Kids in Distress) , Arizona's statewide
family organization for children's
mental health. Subsequently, I became
president of our board of directors. I
was determined to seek funds for our
organization to help educate family
members and encourage their in
volvement. M.I.K.I.D. successfully
negotiated a contract with the Depart
ment of Behavioral Health Services to:
provide education to families as well
as professionals; participate on vari
ous councils, committees and task
forces; develop a parent manual ; pro

vide one-to-one advocacy ; and in
crease the number of support groups
around the state. Each regional behav
iora l health authority contributes
funds to the state that help support
the provision of our services.
Althou gh M.I.K.I.D. is funded
through our state contract to provide
an array of services, we continue to
struggle to increase the number of
family members involved in planning
and policymaking. We work closely
with state officials and with local pro
viders to help us identify family mem
bers who would benefit from our ser
vices as well as to recruit them for
service on Arizona's various councils
and committees.
Arizona has been in the managed
care business for some time and we
are very proficient in our ability to
"manage " costs. One of the ways in
which we have contained costs is to
limit the number of individuals eli
gible to receive publicly-funded man
aged care health services. The 1996
federal annual income poverty level
for an individual is $7,740.00. Ari
zona restricts eligibility for some of
our programs to as low as $2,863.80
in annual income (37% of the federal

poverty level). The share of federal
funding we receive is also low because
our state so severely restricts who can
qualify for services. Medicaid recipi
ents have priority in the service de
livery system.
Although our service matrix cov
ers a wide variety of services (includ
ing Native American traditional heal
ers' reimbursement and wraparound
flexible funding) the non-Medicaid
population is not able to access all of
the services. Few of our families have
the time and energy to become ac
tively involved at the policymaking
leve l because their own family 'S
present needs are not being met
through our system. Promoting fam
ily involvement is an ongoing process
which should be relentlessly encour
aged-if not mandated- from the
agency level to the highest state levels.

TERI SANDERS, State
wide Family Advo
cate, M.I.K.I.D. ,
239 Buffalo Trail,
Flagstaff, Arizona
86001 ; (520) 525
9244 (voice); (520)
525-2627 (fax).

Teri Sanders

GEORGIA FAMILY ORGANIZATION PLAYS KEY ROLE IN DELIVERY OF
CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
n 1982Jane Knitzer described fed
eral leadership in the areas of
children's mental health as the "un
filled promise." As a result, a coali
tion of individuals and groups advo
cated to Congress and funds were
appropriated for a federal initiative for
children with mental health disabili
ties. In 1984 the National Institute of
Mental Health (NIMH) launched the
Child and Adolescent Service System
Program (CASSP). The goal of the
CASSP program was to assist states
and communities to develop systems
of care for children and youth with
several emotional disorders. Georgia
was one of the first states funded by
this federal initiative and , as part of
the state plan , developed a core group
of family members that they sent to

I

CASSP meetings in Washington , D.C.
and to Families as Allies meetings
around the state of Georgia. This
group of parents, with the support of
the Georgia CASSP program, formed
the foundation of the Georgia Parent
Support network.
The Georgia Parent Support Net
work, Inc. , was founded in 1989 by
30 parents and professionals who
shared a vision of family involvement
in issues that affect children and
youth with mental health disabilities.
The Network has grown to over 2,500
members. The members sit on almost
every policymaking board where de
cisions affecting children and youth
with mental disabilities are made.
Network activities include a quarterly
newsletter, parent support groups ,
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two conferences a year, individual
family advocacy, a toll-free 800 tele
phone number and, in the last year,
the delivery of direct services that in
clude respite , parent advocates , a ju
venile justice safety net, and oversight
monitoring and implementation of
services in Fulton County. The Net
work continues to grow and is con
stantly redefining the family advocacy
role to determine where families can
and should be involved, to ensure that
the needs of families whose children
suffer from serious emotional disabili
ties are met.
In 1993 a number of different ad
vocacy organizations-representing
mental health, mental retardation and
substance abuse- came together to
develop and support legislation that

will forever change the way services
in Georgia are delivered to adults and
children wh o suffer with m e ntal
health, mental retardation and sub
stance abuse disabilities. The Geor
gia Paren t Support Network helped
craft this legislation and was part of
the advocacy effort to get it passed.
Georgia's House Bill 100 divides the
state into nineteen regions and cre
ated regional boards. Fifty-one per
cent of the board seats are reserved for
consumers and their family members.
Georgia's nineteen regional boards
oversee the planning, purchasing, and
evaluating of all mental health , men
tal retardation and substance abuse
services. Prior to the legislation, 92%
of all services were delivered by the
public system. Consumers had little
choice in selecting services. Further,
services were not eqUitably distrib
uted through out the state-many ar
eas had very few services available
and there were few checks in place to
measure consumer satisfaction .
House Bill 100 returned local con
trol of services to communities. Ap
pointments to th e regional boards are
rec ommended by the local co unty
commission ers according to a for
mula that was developed to ensure
that all three disabilities (i.e., mental
health , mental retardation and sub
stan ce abuse), children , and ethnic
minorities are equitably represented.
The legislation recommended several
advocacy organizations to the com
missioners as people to involve in the
development of the boards. Th e Geor
gia Parent Supp ort Network was one
of these organizations.
House Bill 100 represents a para
digm shift in the way mental health,
m ental re tardation and subs tan ce
abuse services are delivered in Geor
gia. The crafting of the legislation , the
oversight of the passage of the legiS
la tion and the following transition
phase has been closely monito red by
th e "811 Co mmission. " Th e s ta te
leaders serving on this commission
have given hundreds of h ours to en
sure that the transition has been as
smoo th as possible. There have been
co untless committees and h ea rings
throughout the state of Georgia for

the pas t three years to ensure that
every voice is h eard and validated .
The topics addressed at these hearings
include: (1 ) single point of entry into
the system; (2) best practices , liabil
ity, evaluation processes, equity o f
services between disabilities, and en
suring a smooth transition from the
former public sys tem to the new pub
lic/priva te collaboration .
W hile the process of restructuring
the entire mental health , mental re
tardation and substance abuse system
was underway, managed care and its
co ncomitant new chall enges and op
p ortunities arri ved o n the sce n e.
Georgia decided to "carve out" these
se rvi ces and s ubmitted an 111 5
waive r. The Georgia Health Policy
Center at Georgia State University is
developing fin al reco mmendations
concerning the role of managed care
in the delivery of all health care ser
vices. Th e Behavioral Health Plann ing
Unit , a state agen cy created to spe
Cifically address the needs of consum
ers of mental h ealth , mental retarda
tion and substan ce abuse services
within managed care, is advising the
Georgia Health Policy Center on these
matters.
The Georgia Parent Support Net
work has been very active in the en
tire managed care process. The presi
d e nt , board c h a i r, o th e r b oa rd
m embers , and members of the orga
niza ti on at large have attended mos t
of the meetings held by the Behavioral
Health Planning Unit . The sta te of
Georgia sponsored key people fro m
child w elfare, edu ca tion , m ental
h ealth , juvenile justice, youth ser
vices , the Geo rgia Parent Supp o rt
Network and the Behavioral Health
Planning Unit to attend a conferen ce
on m an aged care in California. As
managed care continu es to unfold ,
many more families are becoming in
volved in the process.
The Network, in response to the
politi cal challen ges of the last eigh
teen months, decided-in order to
provide for the n eeds of families an d
children and to meet the challenges
of the future- to become involved in
th e n ew public/private venture to
improve and exp and services to chil-
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dren with emotional disabilities. To
this end we developed a "safety net"
that provides community stabilization
and sa fety for adjudica ted juvenile
sexual offenders. If th ese children
were not in this progra m they would
either be in a men tal health institu
tion or incarcerated in a juvenile de
tention faCility. This program enables
them to receive out-patient treatment,
live safely in their communities , at
tend school and church, play Little
Leagu e, attend summer camp and do
most of the other things children their
age do.
The Ne twork developed a respite
program that has two componen ts.
The firs t compon ent is crisis interven
tion. If a child is in danger of being
removed from his or her home, the
Ne twork provides an emergency re
spite placement that often stabilizes
the situation and diverts hospitaliza
ti o n. T h e sec ond co mp o n ent is
plann ed res pite, wh ere breaks are
schedul ed tha t allow fa milies and
children time away from each other
so tha t c ris is s itu a ti o ns m ay b e
averted .
For the past year, the Network has
provided seven parent advocates to a
three county region. These advoca tes
work with families with many differ
ent n eeds. Their job is to assist th e
family in any way y n eeded. Duties
includ e a tt endin g Ind iv idualized
Education Plan (IEP) meetings , help
ing individuals obtain Social Security
benefits, attending juvenile court pro
ceedings , and assistin g individuals
with their transportation , food , h ous
ing, medication utilities , support and
legal assistance needs.
The Network h as wo rked with
several service areas as they imple
m ented n ew services or fi n e tuned
existing services. Th e services pro
vided to these regions include tech
nical assistan ce in the following ar
eas: (1) developing and maintaining
parent support activities; (2) promot
ing and maintaining parent involve
ment on local boards and committees;
(3) developing child and adolescent
regional services plans; (4) devel op
ing poliCies and procedures for new
child and adolescent services; and (5)

hiring staff to work in the n ew pro
grams.
In January 1996 the Network
successfully bid on and received a
contract to implement, monitor and
evaluate services for children and
adolescents with serious emotional
disabilities in Fulton County, City
of Atlanta. Through a children and
adolescent committee that included
interagen cy members and commu
nity leaders, the regional board con
tracted for services that would com
prise a community-based system of
care for children with emotional
disorders. A mix of public and pri
vate organizations are responsible
for the d eliver y of services . The
foundation of this service de
li very system - called "Fulton 's
ChAMPs"- is interagency and com
munity collaboration. The Ne twork
works with all agencies to ensure

coo rdination. A parent advisory
board has b een formed. All children
placed out-of-home and out-of
community are monitored and ev
ery effort is made to return these
children to their local communities.
Ne twork representatives attend all
administrative and interagency
meetings. The Ne twork was recently
able to hire a parent who will mee t
with eac h famil y whose child is in
the ChAMPS program and offer sup
port as well as monitoring customer
satisfaction. The Network adminis
ters th e flexible wrap-around funds
and maximizes th ese dollars by so
liciting community contributions .
Georgia Parent Support Network
members b elieve that tremendous
strides toward family and consumer
empowermen t have been achieved
since the first CASSP initiative. How
ever, the needs of our families and

children are so great that what has
been accomplished is only the begin
ning. For lasting changes to occur
families and youth must be involved
at every level in every system. Fami
lies and youth must serve on boards,
advocate for their needs with their
elected officials, offer to testify, serve
as role models for other parents and
not be afraid to let their voices be
heard.

SUE SMITH , Pres i
dent and Chief Ex
ecutive Officer,
Georgia Parent
Support Networh,
620
Peachtree
Street, Suite 300E,
Atlanta, Georgia Sue Smith
30308; voice: (404)
875-6801;fax: (404) 875-6755.

MONTANA'S MANAGED CARE GOLD RUSH
ontana is once again experienc
ing the h eady ex hilaration of
the Gold Rushera. One hundred years
after the mining bonanza of th e
1890's , we again find ourselves seek
ing gold-this time extracted from
the bedrock of mental health care .
The energy of the present is no dif
ferent than that of a century ago.
Those who stand to profit promise the
moon-unparalleled changes in men 
tal health services. Those whose lives
will be profoundly affected are anx
ious to believe the promises and are
also leery of th e barren moonscapes
hidden in the clouded words. As with
the first Gold Rush , voices of reason
and of caution are often drowned in
the enthusiastic and unchecked en
ergy of h ope. History often repeats
itself, and th e specter of ghost
towns- of individuals an d families
without services-looms in the night
mares of many in Montana.
But all is not bad dreams and spec
ters in the night. The development of
a managed care sys tem for Montan
ans with mental illness presents op
portunities as well. Commitment to
the development of community-based
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services , reduced out-of-home care
for children, better outcomes for fami
lies- each of these depends upon a
willingness to promote system
change. The key is to be thoughtful ,
to listen to those most affected, to
monitor the impact, to celebrate what
is good and to change that which
causes harm .
Montana began the journey to
managing health care in the Medic
aid population through a series of
decisions affecting the provision of
physical health care. The success of
these efforts to provide cost reduction
and control of decisions for health
care prompted exa mination of the
runaway men tal health services bud
get. Also, the frustration of state and
local providers who coordinated men
tal health care prompted an "any port
in a storm" mentality to shed the dif
ficu lti es associated with negotiating
the troubled and uncharted waters of
system change.
Initially, several factors hindered
the system change process. Prior to
1995 , the Montana Mental Health
Division was located in the Depart
ment of Corrections. The Medicaid
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Division was housed within the De
partment of Social and Rehabilitative
Services. Funding for mental h ealth
services was fractured between other
departm ents as well. In particular,
children were fund ed through the
Department for Family Services , De
partment of Health and the Office of
Public Instruction, as well as other
agencies.
Many mental health services were
contracted to regional, private, non
profit mental health centers. These
centers provided priority services to
adults with severely disabling mental
illnesses and children with serious
emotional disorders. These services
were funded through mental health
block grants , Medicaid, and state
funded fee-for-service agreements.
The runaway Medicaid budge t
raised th e concern of people through
out the state . Children's services
particularly the costs of residential
care-skyrocketed. Legislation was
proposed in 1993 to eliminate the
"Rule of One" funding mechanism by
which children were deemed eligible
for inpatient and residential services
based solely on their income. Advo

cates and providers jOined together to
restructure the eligibility process with
the promise from state mental health
administrators that the savings gen
erated would be re-routed to commu
nity-based alternatives. Two very
powerful ideas germinated from these
discussions: (1) pool funding for
children's services (key to the man
aged care process three years later)
and (2) the creation of Managing Re
sources Montana (MRM)-the first
step toward managed care for kids.
MRM is a community-based sys
tem that provides care to eligible chil
dren with serious emotional disor
ders. The system was created through
a cooperative interagency agreement
between six state agencies. The MRM
design included governance by re
gional teams composed of agency rep
resentatives, parents or parent advo
cates , service providers and
community representatives. The plan
for regional control garnered enthu
siastic support, however, the state
eventually pulled back and sought to
centralize control.
Despite the controversy surround
ing MRM, managed care for
Montana 's children with mental
health needs is now a reality. Signifi
cant benefits resulted despite numer
ous flaws in the systems. Two of the
regions developed community-based
services, successfully limited residen
tial care by providing home-based
services, involved families in mean
ingful participation, and developed a
regional commitment to transform
the way business was conducted.
With undaunted enthusiasm, one re
gion began to initiate programs that
better served the population. Money
made more flexible by MRM rules was
directed to a variety of services in
cluding respite, quick response case
management , therapeutic aides ,
wraparound services, and home
based care. Other regions approached
the promise of change more cau
tiously. Administrators, geographic
considerations and services already in
the region greatly affected the devel
opment of new services.
Response to MRM from parents
and providers was mixed. Access to

services was Significantly limited by
fiscal concerns. Regional interpreta
tions of poliCies caused political dis
sent. Families were confused and
wondered to whom they should turn
for information and guidance. Provid
ers were frustrated by the lack of con
trol in deciSion-making processes,
and acute care facilities found the resi
dential treatment route to discharge
planning had been blocked. Perhaps
most of all, both state and regional
participants took umbrage concern
ing issues related to control and re
sponsibility. Where new services were
initiated, enthusiasm was high from
both parents and providers. Case
management was required for all con
tracts and varied from region to re
gion in implementation and form.
The first steps into the managed care
environment had been taken and
Montana began tottering toward a
bigger goal-full scale development
of a statewide mental health managed
care program.
Thus the stage was set for the de
velopment of a request for proposals
(RFP) from managed care organiza
tions to manage available mental
health funds to serve both adults and
children. A Health Care Financing
Administration 1915(b) waiver appli
cation was granted. Such a waiver al
lows Montana to operate its Medic
aid program in a way that does not
comply with all of the requirements
of federal law.
The array of elements contained
within Montana's RFP includes
pooled state funds , capitated rates ,
defined access by diagnOSis, commu
nity-based services , state hospital
beds (adults only, but a significant
factor), parent information, education
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and outreach , a unique caveat for
Native American involvement,
school-based programming, assess
ment, emergency services and case
management. Utilization of local ex
pertise-including that of the fam
ily-is clearly set forth as one of the
RFP's expectations. Companies' pro
posals must demonstrate how they
will develop local partnerships. Fam
ily members and consumers fear in
volvement in name only.
Bids to assume responSibility for
Montana Mental Health Care are be
ing reviewed by a state-appointed
evaluation committee. The commit
tee is guided by a set number of points
addreSSing six areas: program descrip
tion, implementation, organization
description, experience, resources ,
and commitments. Notably absent
from this list is the evaluation of a
transition plan that, arguably, is in
cluded within the overall program
description.
Several areas of concern with the
proposal have surfaced. From the
children's services point of view, a
major concern is the lack of protec
tion of children's dollars within the
funding mechanism. Family organi
zations such as Family Support Net
work struggle with defining a role
within the service delivery system
that allows it to proVide non-tradi
tional support services to parents.
Medical necessity is a pivotal factor
and its interpretation by the managed
care organization is key to the suc
cess of the program. The lure of profit
at the expense of an under-served
population frightens many. Access to
services by the working poor and
standards to protect children from
being dropped from services are
vague. Perhaps most frightening of all
to most informed parents and provid
ers is the experience had by peers in
other states.
All of these unresolved issues and
more are the stuff of nightmares. Man
aged care is here to stay, but questions
still remain. Has the state of Montana
rushed too qUickly to implement a
new concept? Montana will be the
first state nationally to pull all men
tal health dollars, block grants, state

hospital funding, community mental
health monies , and all Medicaid (but
not Medicaid general fund dollars)
into a Sin gle contract.
Is it appropria te to push the en
ve lope and force change? Will the
first year of implementation result
in chaotic or orderly service deliv
ery? From a provider perspective,
can adjustments be made to form
legal provider n etworks w ithin a
Significantly abbreviated period of
time? Is there sufficient time-since
the release of the request for pro
posals in August-to develop ad
equate proposals, eval uat e their
merits, negotiate a contract , and
begin implementation prior to Janu
ary 1, 1997? There are many who
believe four months is simply too
short a period of time to accomplish
such Significant tasks and to assure

quality care for Montanans with
mental illnesses.
The issue of outcomes and
planned, careful scrutiny of the man
aged care organization's service deliv
ery system, once in place, was sadly
neglected in the preparation. Out
come tools and accountability re 
ceived cursory review by the advisory
committee. A sub-committee submit
ted a single report but no further dis
cussion occurred. Profit caps, griev
ance procedures, regional provider
networks, parent involvement and
children passed to juvenile justice to
save money are concerns that nag at
family members as promises pour
forth from managed care organization
executives and state officials.
Meaningful di scussions have
brought the state to the crossroads of
systems change . Have the voices of

family members, consumers, parents
and providers been heard and taken
seriously? Many of the recommenda
tions submitted have been ignored.
Many people sought to slow down the
process and to assure meaningful
transition to a system that has prom
ise. The repetition of history-rushing
to mine gold-is regrettably the clos
est image to what is happening in the
Big Sky Country

BARBARA SAMPLE ,
Project Director,
Family Support
Network, PO. Box
21366, Billings ,
Montana 59104;
voice: (406) 256
7783; voice (i n-state
on ly): (800) 355- Barbara Samp le
9992; fax: (406) 256-9879.

PHILADELPHIA COUNTY DEVELOPS FAMILY-FRIENDLY
BEHAVIORAL MANAGED CARE PLAN
n January 1997 Pennsylvania will
replace fee-for-service Medicaid
with managed care for both phYSical
and behavioral health care in the
southeast region of the state. During
the past three years , while the State
was planning for the conversion to
managed care, Philadelphia worked
actively with both elected and admin
istrative state officials to assure that
the conversion wou ld a ll ow
Philadelphia's behavioral health sys
tem to flourish. Because of the posi
tive relationships among the County
Office Mental Health and the fam
ily, consumer and advocate commu
nities , they provided leadership and
support in working with all levels
of state governm ent.
In part because of the efforts of
local government and family advo
cates, Pennsylvania chose to "carve
out" behavioral health from the physi
cal health contracts for managed care.
The state offered each of the five
counties in the south east region
which includes Philadelp hia-th e
options of creating a managed care
entity for Medicaid-funded behavioral
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h ealth services, subcontracting be
havioral h ealth services to existing
managed companies or allowing the
state to manage the contract for be
havioral health care services. Among
the coun ties, only Philadelphia has
chosen to manage Medicaid funds
directly rather than working with ex
isting managed care companies.
Philadelphia County has devel
oped a behavioral managed care com
pany as a component of the Depart
ment of Public Health to respond to
the opportunity to manage Medicaid
funds. A major impetus for the deci
sion to create Communi ty Behavioral
Health (CBH) was to preserve, ex 
pand and improve the County's fam
ily- and consumer-guided public be
havioral h ealth system . CBH is a
quasi-governmental entity. It is on e of
three components of the City Health
Department's behavioral health sys
tem, which also includes the Office
of Mental Health and the Coordinat
ing Office of Drug and Alcohol and
Alcohol Abuse Programs. All compo 
nents are part of the Philadelphia Be
havioral Health System (BHS), which
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reports to the Health Commissioner.
Because Philadelphia's goal is to
develop a behavioral h ealth system
that effectively meets the needs of
children and their families, it has been
essential to assure the CASSP goals
and philosophy are integral to the
new system. CASSP goals are being
incorporated into the policy, opera
tional and advisory structures of the
new behavioral h ealth system . The
new system is using several mecha
nisms to assure that the development
and delivery of children's behavioral
health services will be gUided by fami
lies to meet the needs of their chil
dren. These mechanisms include the
ac tive participation of families whose
children use behavioral services on all
Behavioral Health Care committees ,
speCialized service training and su
pervision for staff who oversee
children's services and the develop
ment of a Family Sa tisfac tion Team
to assess directly the quality of ser
vices supported by the Behavioral
Health System.
The commitment to CASSP values
is reflected in the composition of the

fOe ~INT
CONSUMER
PARTICIPATION AND RIGHTS
Managed care systems should:
• meaningfully involve consumers
and family members in the plan
ning, development, delivery, evalu
ation, research and policy forma
tion of managed care systems
inclu ding the determination of
"medically necessary" services;
• respect consumer choice of ser
vices, providers and treatment and
assure consumer informed volun
tary consent. Individual treatment
plans should be based on the pref
erences and needs of consumers
and families with children;
• ensure that consumers receive
necessary legal and ethical protec
tions and services;
• provide education to consum
ers and family members on their
rights and responsibilities;
• establish grievance, mediation,
arbitration, and appeals procedures
to resolve consumer disputes in a
timely manner. Ombudsman ser
. vices should be provided. Neces
sary services should continue pend
ing dispute resolution;
• support consumer rights and
empowerment by providing educa
tion about, and access to , local self
help groups and protection and ad
vocacy organizations; and
• ensure that confidentiality and
privacy of consumer health care in
formation is protected at all times,
particularly as electronic informa
tion systems develop and expand.
Release of specific information
should occur only with a signed
release from either the recipient of
services or their legal guardian/rep
resentative.
Excerpted from Principles for Systems
of Managed Care (1996) . Center for
Mental Health Services, Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Ad
ministration, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services. See ordering infor
mation on page 5.

committees that have a critical role
in policy development and opera
tions . The committees all have signifi 
cant family representation an d the
membership of the committees is re
flective of the cultural composition of
th e populations to be enrolled.
Philadelphia's mental health service
system has worked closely with fami
lies and consumers in all aspects of
policy development for most of the
last decade. The committees gUiding
the Behavioral Health System have
been created to assure that the new
system reflect s the Health
Department's commitment to con
sumer and family-driven service pro
vision. Members include a wide range
of stakeholders, including families,
providers, advocates , consumers and
representatives from several child
serving systems.
The committee structure also ac
knowledges th e differences among
systems of care for children and
adults. In developing co mmittees, it
was essential to assure that the voices
of children and their families were not
overwhelmed by advocates for adults
with behavioral health care needs .
There is a Children's Services Com
mittee composed of families (both
parents and grandparents) of children
with emotional disorders , famili es
who receive services from the local
Children and Youth Agency, famili es
whose children use substance abuse
services, legal advocates for children
and families, and representatives from
the school distri ct, the local children
and youth agency, juvenile justice,
and family court and service provid
ers. This committee has been devel
oped to provide advice and overSight
to all aspects of Philadelphia's behav 
ioral health system for children an d
their families. Families of children
who use behavioral health services are
also represented on every other com
mittee of the Behavioral Health Sys
tem , including th e Cons umer and
Family Task Force and the Provider
Credentialling Committee.
The operational structure of the
Behavioral Health System also reflects
Philadelphia's commitment to chil 
dren with emotional disorders and
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their families. A children's behavioral
health specialist will routinely report
to the clinical director. The speCialist
will ensure that the system reflects
CASSP va lu es and is responsive to
children and their famili es. While the
speCialist will work closely with both
the m enta l health and substance
abuse specialists, the children's behav
ioral health specialist'S work will not
be subsumed by their issues.
In addition , other staff will spe
cialize in the children's behavioral
health system. Respectively, member
service staff who will interact with
families and consumers, and service
management staff who will work with
providers, will specialize in either
children's or adult services . We be
lieve that this is a stronger model than
using generalists who may regard
children's issues as secondary to those
of adults . The separation of services
for children and adults acknowledges
that managing the children's system
requires speCialized knowledge and
works in partnership with other sys
tems such as edu cat ion and child
welfare.
A third mechanism to assure that
families have an active role in the Be
havioral H ea lth Syste m wi ll b e
throu g h the Family Satisfaction
Team-a group composed solely of
families whose children use services
and older adolescents who use behav
ioral health services. This team will
be supported by the Behavioral Health
System , but will be independent of
other administrative or es tablished
advocacy agencies. It will be charged
with working directly with families
and children to monitor services and
to make recommendations for im
provement. The Family Satisfaction
Team will visit programs to speak to
children and adolescents and will so
licit information on services from the
families of children using behavioral
health services. It is expected that the
feedba ck of the Family Satisfaction
Team will be critical to the improve
ment of the quality of services offered
through the Behavioral Health System.
The families of children who use
the Behavioral Health System will
make essential contributions to its
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development and operations. A suc
cessful managed care entity must use
its resources wisely, investing only in
services that are accessible, acceptable
and effective. It is impossible to design and maintain a system that meets
the needs of families and their chil
dren without close attention to their
voices.
We believe that families will gUide
the system in offering more effective
and efficient services [or children. It
is also quite likely that families will

identify services that are not currently
available in Philadelphia's existing
service system. The promise of public management of behavioral health
care is the opportunity for re-invest
ment in the system. We believe it is a
more appropriate model for public
service than allowing private compa
nies to use public funds for corporate
profit. We expect that the familydriven system being created in Phila
delphia will , through its partnerships
with families, learn to provide ser

vices most effectively. The result will
be the opportunity to re-invest sav
ings from more efficient and effective
behavioral health services. The re-in 
vestment funds will then be used to
close the gaps identified by families.

ESTELLE B. RICHMAN, M.A., Health Com
missioner, Philadelphia Department oj
Public Health, 1600 Arch Street, 7th
Floor, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19103; (215) 686-5043 (voice); (215)
685-4756 (fax).

CONSUMER INVOLVEMENT IN MANAGED CARE
C

onsumers, families and their
advocates have been and must
continue to be significantly in
volved in the planning , develop
ment , operation and monitoring of
public mental health systems . The
public responsibility for Medicaid
and other state, federal or local gov 
ernment-funded services requ ires a
degree of openness and informa
tion-sharing that is generally not
found in the private market.
The state can and shou ld demand significant information from
managed care companies on their
product, including outcomes and
consumer satisfaction data. The
state should require managed care
companies to significantly involve
enrollees and advocacy organiza 
tions in all aspects of their progr am.
Families of children with serious
emotional disorders have developed
a set of principles of family involve
ment in the development and opera
tion of managed care systems for
children (see pages 25 and 26).
These principles should gUide decisions about state policy.
Various mechanisms should be
considered to obtain public input at
every stage of the development and
implementation of managed care for
people in the public mental health
sector.
States should develop their plan
for mental health managed care with
significant and meaningful involvement of consumer, families and advocates. To accomplish this:

• Include consumers, families
and advocates on the planning
group (commission, task force,
workgroup, etc.) that will write the
draft plan.
• Provide menta l health advo
cates the opportunity to meet with
Medicaid agency or other state offi
cials who are designing the new sys
tern and ensure that their views are
considered .
• Involve the state mental health
planning council (established under
Public Law 99-660) in the plan's de
velopment and give it an ongoing
role to review and comment on the
managed care proposal and its
implementation.
• Establish an advisory board of
consumer/survivors , families and
advocates for people with mental illness to review and comment to the
Medicaid agency and the state mental health authority on the requirements and standards for managed
care plans and any stipulations that
will become part of the contracts
with such firms. The boards should
include individuals covered by the
program (i.e., Medicaid recipients)
and should reflect the ethnic, racial
and cultural diversity of the popu
lation served by the program.
States should provide the oppor
tunity for public input as the plan
is drafted and revised. To accom
plish this:
• Allow citizens to obtain a copy
of the proposal and provide them an
opportunity to comment on it.
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• Hold (through the mental
health authority, Medicaid agency
and/or state legislature) well-publi
cized, accessible public hearings on
draft proposals to develop the broad
parameters for such a system prior
to establishing any managed care
program.
• Run public service announcements and publish a notice of intent
in general circulation newspapers .
• Expect to make changes to reflect the views of the public.
Ongoing public involvement is
essential. Public input cannot be
limited to the planning stage. Once
the managed care system is operational , mechanisms are needed to
guarantee ongoing input from the
public. Some ways to achieve this
include formal involvement of con
sumers both at the state level and
in managed care plans. States
should :
• Set up a state-level consumeroverSight board to review imp le
mentation of state managed care.
Include consumers of mental health
services , family members of children with serious emotional disor
ders and other advocates for people
with mental illness.
• Require the managed care entity to establish consumer adVisory
boardS-including one with the specWc purpose of addressing mental
health issues- to provide feedback
on the program and make ongoing
recommendations regarding access
to and quality of services.

• Authorize the state mental
health planning council to review
and comment on the implementa
tion of managed care for public-sec
tor mental health services and give
it meaningful opportunities to rec
ommend changes in the program's
management to the state Medicaid
agency, mental health authority and
legislature.
• Require the state Medicaid,
mental h ealth or other appropriate
agency to conduct consumer-satis
faction surveys on a regularly sched
uled basis (some face-to-face) , to
determine if individuals are satisfied
with the choices they have, their
access to care, the services they re
ceive and other aspects of the man
aged care program.
• Require the managed care en
tity, as well, to conduct regularly
scheduled consumer-satisfaction sur
veys , including focus groups and
similar activities , to obtain substan
tial consumer input , and to use the
results to improve its services.
Consumer rights. The responsibil
ity of government to protect the pub
lic-in this case, the consumer of
mental health services-cannot be
abrogated. In designing managed
care, especially in contracts with for
profit firms or agreements with pri
vate nonprofit entities , the state
should require that basic consumer
rights are protected, that consumers
have an easy way to file grievances
with the managed care organization
and that a system of appeals assures
speedy resolution at the state level.

The following are a list of ideal
and recommended consumer rights.
They are goals that advocates should
urge states to adopt and implement.
Some of these rights are established
by law, but many are not.
• No managed care entity may
discriminate on the basis of disabil
ity, race , religion , national origin, in
come, gender or sexual orientation.
• Consumers have the right to
be fully involved in all treatment de
cisions and to participate in the de
velopment of their service plan.
• Consumers have the right to
give or withhold consent to their
services plan and to amend their
consent as their plan is modified.
• Children with serious emo 
tional disorders should have an in
teragency, interdisciplinary services
plan developed with their family
and approved by their parent or
guardian.
• Treatment plans must respect
the individual consumer's choice of
service and service setting.
• Consumers have the right to
refuse any treatment they do not feel
is appropriate and may not be
disenrolled because they have re
fused treatment.
• Consumers may not be denied
services that are appropriate to their
needs because of their decision not
to accept other services.
• Managed care entities must en
sure confidentiality of records , guar
antee consumers full access to their
own records and protect individual
privacy.
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• Consumers have the right
establish psychiatric advance direc
tives or durable powers of attorney
specifying how they wish to be treated
in an emergency or if they are inca
pacitated. The managed care entity
should be required to educate its pro
viders on the use of advance direc
tives.
• Consumers have the right to
appeal decisions about their treatment
when they disagree. ** The managed
care entity must have an effective ,
expeditious , accessible, fair and uni
form grievance procedure to allow
consumers to appeal decisions about
care they receive or services they are
denied.
• Consumers have the right not
to be disenrolled from the plan with
out just cause.
In the end, there will be many
variations on managed care in state
systems. The most successfu l will be
in states where policymakers and ad
vocates do not automatically resist
new concepts and ways of doing busi
ness , but at the same time remain true
to their principles and protect the
rights and needs of consumers as the
state implements reform.

Excerpted , with permission , from
Managing Managed Care for Publicly
Financed Mental Health Servic es
(November 1995) , Judge David L.
Bazelon Center for Mental Health
Law. Ordering information is pro
vided on page 32.

PRESIDENT CLINTON ESTABLISHES MANAGED CARE COMMISSION
On September 5, 1996 President Clinton signed an executive order creating an Advisory
Commission on Consumer Protection and Quality in the Health Care Industry. The
Commission's purpose is to review changes occurring in the health care system and, where
appropriate, make recommendations on how best to promote and assure consumer protec
tion and health care quality. The Advisory Commission will be appointed by the President
and will include no more than 20 representatives from: health care professions, institutional
President Clinton
health care providers, health care purchasers, state government, consumers and experts in
health care quality, financing and administration. The Commission will study: (1) con
sumer protection; (2) changing quality; and (3) availability of treatment and services in a rapidly changing
health care system. The Advisory Commission will submit a preliminary report to the President by September
30, 1997 and a final report 18 months from the date of its first meeting .
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ENDING DISCRIMINATION IN HEALTH INSURANCE
THROUGH FEDERAL LAW:
A CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH PERSPECTIVE
The Washington Post. Friday. September 6. 1996.
Last night, senators rebuffed in a pre
vious attempt to improve insurance
coveragefor the mentally ill succeeded
in passing a more modest proposal to
reduce the gap with physical health
insurance. The measure, offered by
Sens. Pete V Domenici (R-N.M.) and
PaulD. Wells tone (D-Minn.) ... .[was]
approved by 82 to IS ... [and] was at
tached as an amendment to a fiscal
1997 spending bill (page A18) .
The Washington Post.Thursday. September 12. 1996.
... the Hous e voted 392 to 17 to go
along with initiatives, approved last
week by the Senate....instruct[ing] its
negotiators to accept the Senate Pro
posals as part of a spending
bill.... While the instructions are not
binding on the negotiators, the size of
the vote.. .increased prospects for ap
proval... . (page A6).
"This is an incredible victory, " I said
to New York Times reporter Robert
Pear, who used that quote to con
clude his September 19th article an
nouncing the survival of parity. The
Domenici-Wellstone Mental Health
Parity Amendment to the Veteran's
Administration and Department of
Housing and Urban Development
appropriations bill was approved by
the House and Senate Conference
Committee, soared through Con
gress and went forward to the
President's desk. The President's sig
nature on September 26th turned
the bill into law, a hope into policy.
The implications of passing
this bill go far beyond its actual
provisions, although those are a
Significant improvement over cur
rent practices . This version of
Domenici-Wells tone requires that
the aggregate annual and lifetime
benefit limits in health insurance
plans be the same for mental and

physical health care. These require
ments will take effect on January 1,
1998, and will apply to companies
that have more than fifty employees.
After a long summer of struggle,
Senators Domenici and Wells tone
brought the issue of mental health
parity back before Congress as an
amendment to an important appro
priations bill. Their earlier and more
comprehensive parity amendment,
attached to the Kassebaum-Kennedy
Health Insurance Portability and Ac
countability Act of 1996 was defeated
by heavy opposition from business
and health insurance interests. As the
current, compromise version of
Domenici-Wells tone moved forward
President Clinton (in a letter to the
House Speaker) urged its passage,
writing that "People with mental ill
ness have faced discrimination in
health insurance coverage for far too
long; it is time that we take steps to
end this inequity."
The National Mental Health As
sociation (NMHA) applauds the
President's stand. With the President's
signature, discriminatory lifetime ag
gregate limits and annual caps on
mental health care in private health
insurance contracts will be prohibited
by law. Although this is a far cry from
complete parity, it is a Significant step
forward and a cause for celebration.
These incremental gains move us in
the right direction , toward economic
common sense for the nation and fair
ness for the millions of children,
adults , and families whose well-being
and productivity are dependent on
their ability to receive appropriate
mental health treatment and services.
This article looks at two dimen
sions of health insurance parity (par
ity with physical health benefits and
parity as an inclusive concept that
applies to a broad range of mental
health problems). Bot~ context and
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values are addressed as the stage is
set for reviewing the struggle over
the Domenici-Wells tone Parity
Amendment to the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act.
That struggle was a clear illustration
of how difficult it is to achieve jus
tice and equality for mental health
consumers and their families.
Although parity advocates were
unable to influence the final con
figuration of the Kassebaum
Kennedy Act, their work was not in
vain. Advocates showed the nation
and its legislators that there is a large
and solid core of citizens who are
willing to come forward in support
of parity. Senators Domenici and
Wells tone persevered and the chil
dren, adults, and families who were
losers in the early battle will be win
ners at the end of the war. Advocates
are challenged to continue their
work so that more comprehensive
legislation in the future can be built
around the achievements of today.

CONTEXT AND VALVES.
Millions of Americans have gone
without adequate or appropriate
health insurance coverage for many
years. Some have had no insurance
at all, perhaps because they are not
in the work force or because their
children have pre-existing condi
tions that bar them from joining an
employer's health plan. Other
people have had insurance that does
not cover treatment for pre-existing
illness, or that locks them into a job
for fear of losing coverage, or that
covers them when they are well but
drops them when they become ill.
Historically, coverage for treat
ment of mental disorders has offered
even less. Many insurance plans
have provided no coverage at all
unless required to do so by contract
or by law. Those benefits packages
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that do cover mental conditions of
ten set arbitrary limits on the num
ber of covered treatments or on the
dollars available per year or per life
time. Furthermore, even these lim
ited benefits may be denied in the
absence of one of a very few psychi
atric diagnoses. This is a common
and short-sighted exclusionary
mechanism that allows insurance
companies to avoid paying for ser
vices for children whose emotional
disorders do not fall within "accept
able" diagnostic parameters. It has
also proved to be a major access bar
rier for people whose ethnic or cul
tural backgrounds lead them to ex
press emotional pain in ways that
differ from those recognized by
mainstream diagnosticians.
The National Mental Health As
sociation (NMHA) , as an advocacy
organization, has taken a strong
stand in favor of parity. Our posi
tion reflects a firm belief that pri
vate health insurance as currently
constituted discriminates against
and victimizes some of America's
most vulnerable citizens. We have
concluded that:
• It is unjust and poor public
policy to allow discriminatory lim
its on health care benefits, discrimi
natory co-payments, or discrimina
tory annual and lifetime caps
targeting mental health services for
children and adults with mental
health needs. No group of Ameri
can children or adults should face
discrimination in health insurance.
• All American workers and
their families have a right to acces
sible and quality mental health ben
efits set at the same level as physi
cal health benefits in insurance
plans.
• Clinical necessity rather than
specific diagnosis should determine
access to mental health benefits. Par
ity provisions that are limited to spe
cific disorders discriminate against
countless people, especially chil
dren , who have very serious men
tal health treatment needs.
Some of our most basic values

support this position. The NMHA
has long held that: (1) Justice de
mands that everyone, regardless of
disability, has the rights and respon
sibilities of full participation in so
ciety; (2) Mental health is essential
to the development and realization
of every person's full potential; (3)
Mental health treatment should not
have more limits on access and re
imbursements than other illnesses ;
(4) Children with or at risk of seri
ous emotional disorders and their
families must have access to high
quality, community-based, inte
grated systems of care; (5) All people
should have access to a full array of
high quality, community-based, in
tegrated mental health services , re
gardless of ability to pay; (6) The
promotion of mental health and the
prevention of mental disorders is the
responsibility of every person and
social institution in the community;
and (7) NMHA values inclusiveness
and sees broad-based citizen partici
pation as essential to community
mental h ealth.
NMHA is not alone in its support
of parity or in its broad definition of
mental health needs that should be
addressed comprehensively under
health insurance policies . The
Bazelon Center for Mental Health
Law, Federation of Families for
Children's Mental Health, American
Psychological Association , National
Community Mental Health Care
Council and American Psychiatric
Association and others share our vi
sion. These groups are unambiguous
in their support of the principle that
no group of people needing mental
health services should be discrimi
nated against in health insurance.
NMHA was founded by Clifford
Beers, a man who spent time in the
back wards of state mental institutions
in the early 1900's . We believe strongly
that the needs of people with serious
mental illnesses should never be put
on the back burner by policymakers
or health care providers. We will not
minimize the needs and concerns of
children and families whose needs are
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great although they may not carry a
diagnosis that is identified with a
disease of the brain, Primary con
sumers and their families must all
be afforded the assistance they need
and all persons must be treated with
dignity and respect.

THE HEALTH INSURANCE
REFORM ACT.
On August 24, 1996 President
Clinton signed the Health Portabil
ity and Accountability Act of 1996
into law, By then, all references to
mental health "parity" had been
dropped from the bilL Earlier this
summer, we at the National Mental
Health Association and many of our
colleagues in advocacy in Washing
ton, D,C, had thought that there was
a real chance to end health insur
ance discrimination against children
and adults with mental disorders,
Under the passionate and bipartisan
leadership of Senators Pete
Domenici (R-NM) and Paul
Wells tone (D-MN), the Senate had
passed the "Domenici-Wells tone
Parity Amendment" to the larger
"Kassebaum-Kennedy" bilL The
April 17 vote was 68 to 32 for par
ity. Mental health advocates for chil
dren and adults alike were thrilled,
and they responded to the victory
with a massive surge of activity. De
termined to build on the momen
tum of this win, they lobbied for
passage in the House and they
pushed the media to keep the issue
of parity before the public.
Unfortunately, other forces were
also at work. Between that historic
April evening andJuly 30, when the
House and Senate conferees agreed
to drop even an already compro
mised version of "parity" from the
Kassebaum-Kennedy bill, some of
the most powerful and well-fi
nanced business and manufacturing
political forces in this country
fought hard and openly against
mental health parity. Among them
were the U.S. Chamber of Com
merce, the National Association of
Manufacturers, the National Federa
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tion of Independent Businesses and
the ERISA Industry Committee.
Background. All of us can re
late some horror stories about
health insurance, even if we do not
speak about the discriminatory
practices that affect people whose
treatment needs relate to mental
disorders rather than physical
ones. The Health Insurance Re
form Act, sponsored by Senators
Nancy Kassebaum (R-KS) and Ed
ward Kennedy (D-MA), presented
an opportunity to craft a mental
health parity amendment that
would prohibit discriminatory
cost control practices in private
health insurance plans . Senators
Domenici and Wells tone, whose
families include members with se
vere mental illness , d ec ided to
craft that amendment. Both know
firsthand what discrimination and
stigma can do to individuals and
families who must fight for ad
equate treatment and social ser
vices in America 's two-tiered
health care system.
Domenici and Wells tone were
joined by many of their Senate col
leagues , notably Senators Kent
Conrad (D-ND) and Alan Simpson
(R-WY) , in promoting passage of
the amendment. Representative
Marge Roukema (R-NJ) was a
strong supporter in the House of
Representatives .
Within the Executive Branch,
Tipper Gore continued in her lead
ership role as the Administration's
tenacious mental health advocate.
She focused great energy on the par
ity amendment, writing opinion ar
ticles and giving television inter
views to the national media.
Assessment. The battle for par
ity during the summer of 1996 can
be viewed as having had several
fronts. One was the struggle with
large American business interests
that were resistant to any change at
all. This struggle was partially suc
cessful in that there has been some
movement towards fairness in
health insurance coverage.

The Health Insurance Reform Act ible wraparound services can save
proVides some relief for many Ameri
lives and money. Culturally appro
cans, including those who struggle
priate services that respect family
with mental disorders. The legislation values and community strengths
as finally passed bans insurance com
can yield large savings over the
panies from excluding people from
course of a lifetime. In the case of
coverage because of pre-existing con
adults, we know that employers
ditions. These exclusion practices
who offer comprehensive mental
have been a huge obstacle for many
health benefits find that employee
families with children who have seri
productivity increases, health im
ous emotional disorders and need proves, and health care costs may
be reduced. When people are denied
extensive treatment and support. The
bill also provides for insurance port
mental health coverage under pri
ability, thus ending "job lock" for
vate insurance , their treatment
needs do not vanish. The costs are
many privately insured health care
merely shifted onto the very
consumers.
strained and often fragmented pub
A second front was the struggle to
lic sector systems.
keep legislative language in the par
ity amendment itself inclusive enough
Arguments against passage of
the parity amendments came from
to remain relevant for millions of chil
dren with intensive mental health
powerful lobbying interests. Oppo
nents of the Domenici-Wellstone
needs and their families. There was
always a possibility that parity would . Amendment raised two major argu
be extended only to people with cer
m ents which are certain to rise
tain severe disorders or diagnoses.
again.
Such a limitation would have effec
The role ofgovernment. Business
tively denied treatment access to large
interests argued that requiring men
numbers of children and families
tal health parity would constitute a
needing intensive services. In the end,
federal "mandate" and therefore
the parity amendment retained more
would be an inappropriate intrusion
by government into the private
inclusive language.
Arguments For and Against Pas
health insurance marketplace. This
sage. To me personally; the most com
has been a popular argument among
legislators in recent years. A parity
pelling argument for passage was the
law is a mandate, as are the laws that
simple issue of fairness, the case for
social justice. In our society, children
mandate fairness in hiring practices
and adults with mental disorders suf
related to people with disabilities.
fer from stigma as well as from the
Many people would argue that the
concepts of fairness and justice need
symptoms of their illnesses, making
them easy targets for discriminatory
to be kept alive and well in Ameri
health insurance practices. Insurers
can public policy, and few people
may have found they could get away
actually wish to see protective laws
with denying benefits to this hidden
eliminated.
and vulnerable population, but such
The cost of parity. Business in
practices are immoral and unjust.
terests argued that providing equal
There are, of course, also social
access to physical and mental health
services would increase the cost of
and economic benefits to be gained
health insurance for everyone and
as a result of insurance parity. We
know far more than we once did would leave fewer people with in
surance coverage. Citing data from
about how to help children and adults
with mental disorders, and how to
an actuarial study commissioned by
assist their families .
the Association of Private Pension
In the case of children with severe
and Welfare Plans, the business
emotional disorders, we know that
lobby's position was that employers
integrated systems of care and flex
could not afford to pay for better
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benefits and consumers would have
to pay larger premiums with passage
of federal parity legislation.
Again, this is a popular argu
ment , but the opposition to parity
exaggerated the cost issue . Any
cost increase will be but a small
fraction of current premiums, and
insurance allows costs to be spread
over large groups of people, limit
ing the effect on anyone indi
vidual or group. The September
6th Washington Post story quoted
above indicates that costs associ
ated with passage of the current
Domenici-Wellstone Amendment
are very low. The Congressional
Budget Office has estimated that
private health insurance premi
ums will increase by 0.4 percent;
employer-paid premiums will in
crease by 0.16 percent. That works
out to about sixty cents per
month-a very minor sum. It is
right; it is reasonable ; and it is also
inexpensive to extend mental
health services to those children
and adults who need them.

MOVING ON: A CHALLENGE
AND AN OPPORTUNITY.
Whenever health care policy is
debated at any level of government
or in private industry, surely it will
include attention to the needs of
Americans with mental disorders.
Some states already have moved to
achieve parity for their citizens. In
Maryland and Minnesota, for ex
ample , inclusive parity legislation
has been passed that allows for
coverage based on individual ser
vice needs . These states have the
potential to greatly increase access
of children and adolescents in in
sured families to affordable men
tal health services. The advantages
of such a public policy approach
are explained by Linda Raines ,
executive director of the Mental
Health Association of Maryland:
"What broad-bas ed parity did for
children and families in Maryland
was to provide increased opportuni
ties for early intervention, instead

of waiting for emotional disorders to
become severe. The law is a step to
increasing the availability of treat
ment to children and adolescents
whose problems may well become
more severe and expensive to 'treat
over time. Maryland's inclusive par
ity law can bring expanded access and
timely care to children and families
with a variety of mental health
needs. "
In several other states, parity
legislation has been passed, but it
is less useful since it only targets
specific severe and persistent ill
nesses. As a rule , such laws do not
produce fair coverage for children
with intensive mental health treat
ment needs and for their families .
At the federal level, Senators
Domenici and Wellstone have con
tinued to focus Congressional at
tention toward health insurance
and coverage for mental health ser
vices . The new amendment is a
modification of the original
Domenici-Wells tone amendment
and is a less comprehensive ap
proach to parity, but the Senators
are powerful and committed advo
cates who are leading us toward vic
tory in a hostile environment. In an
era of "incrementalism" we can
hope to celebrate important steps
forward toward fairness and eco
nomic sense.
The fight for parity is really just
the start of the battle. This is espe
cially the case in the arena of men
tal health services for children and
families . Barbara Huff, executive
director of the Federation of Fami
lies for Children's Mental Health,
expresses it well: "The long haul
fight will be to educate managed be
havioral health care prOViders about
the technology of systems of care, the
effectiveness offamily-centered treat
ment, and the cost savings that result
when wraparound services are deliv
ered to families that respect their
natural strengths and values . Parity
without the development, and then ac
cessibility, of comprehensive children's
mental health services in communi
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ties will be an empty promise for
many children and families with the
most intensive needs. "
There is a great deal to do and
we are challenged to move ahead
in a unified manner. When we help
the child , we may produce a
healthier adult. When we help a
family, we may reap great societal
benefits. When we base treatment
on individual needs, we may find
that an improved quality of life is
accompanied by a decreased drain
on community resources . Parity
makes sense from every point of
view-not least because it meets
the chief criterion articulated by
the National Mental Health Asso
ciation-that of social justice.
With the President's signature,
the sanction of law has been
brought to the concept of parity.
Something that is right and just
and good is being entered into the
law of the land. A discriminatory
practice will be ended and it will
be harder for insurance companies
to justify the continuation of other
unjust practices.
The struggle for complete par
ity must continue, but advocates
have every reason to pause to re
flect on their achievements. We
have good reason to celebrate this
incredible, hard-won victory.

MICHAEL M. FAENZA.
M.S.S.W. , President
and Chief Execu
tive Officer, Na
tional
Mental
Health Associa
tion, 1021 Prince
Street, Alexandria,
Virginia 22314
2971 ; voice: (703) 684-7722; fax :
(703) 684-5968.
Author's Note: Special thanks to Beth
Steel for her very skillful editing of this
article and to Al Guida , NMHA Vice
President of Government Affairs , for his
tireless advocacy for children's mental
health needs on Capitol HilL
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REMARKS BY THE PRESIDENT
WHITE HOUSE ROSE GARDEN SIGNING CEREMONY
September 26, 1996
THE PRESIDENT: This bill requires insurance com
panies to set the same annual and lifetime coverage
limits for mental illness that now apply to physical
illness. No more double standards; it's time that law
and insurance practices caught up with science. I
am convinced that the more we deal with this issue,
the more we will come to see all kinds of medical
problems as part of a seamless web , not easily divis
ible into mental and physical categories. The more
we learn, the more we will know that.
Today, we try to bring our institutional response
to those challenges up to what we now know and
what we also know is morally right. I want to thank
Tipper Gore for her passionate, persistent, unrelent
ing advocacy of this position to the President and
others. (Laughter and applause.) When I walked up here-you know, there's always a marked contrast when you
see someone happy and you see someone sad. I know no one in whom the contrast is more marked. I would do
anything to see Tipper Gore as happy as she was today. (Laughter.) She has fought for all of you who believe in this
position. (Applause.)
I would also like to say a very personal word of thanks for the quiet and courageous dignity with which
Senator Domenici and Senator Wells tone have brought to bear their own life's experience on this great endeavor.
They have made a profound impact on me and on their colleagues and on our country at some considerable effort
to themselves, and I thank them very much for it. Thank you. (Applause.)
Editor's Note: Excerptedfrom President

Clinton~

remarks on signing the VA-HUD Appropriations Bill (within which

the mental health parity bill was incorporated).

MENTAL HEALTH PARITY: U.S. SENATE SPEECHES
[0] nly two per
cent of Ameri
cans with mental
illness are cov
ered with the
same degree of
coverage as if
they got tubercu
Sen. Domenici
losis or cancer
instead of manic-depression or
schizophrenia. You can walk down
any street in urban American and
you will find them. It is time to give
these people access to care they
need, and as you see them in urban
America sleeping on grates and
other things, you should realize that
they probably started out as won

derful teenage children in some beau
tiful family. And when the costs got
prohibitive and the behavior uncon
trollable, they are abandoned. In fact,
you find more of them in jails than in
the institutions which we ought to
have to help them. Most studies re
veal that most of the severely men
tally ill are inprisons or county or city
jails because of misbehavior than in
[treatment] places. Part of that is be
cause resources are not applied, and
part of the reason resources are not
applied is because the insurance
companies ...say, "How do we make
money? " So, if we lessen the cover
age for mental health we get a better
bargain for people who want cover
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age for the other things." But I am
submitting that sooner or later we
have to say to them that you all have
to cover them. If you are covering
physical illness and they get 6
months ofhospftalization, you have
to do the same for mentally ill
people.
-Senator Pete Domenici
CR-NM) . [excerpted]
Our amendment would require
health plans to provide parity in
their coverage of phYSical and men
tal health. Plans would be prohib
ited from requiring copays , or
deductibles , for mental health ben
efits, or establishing lifetime limits
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for mental health
benefits , or estab
lishing visit limi
tations for mental
health services
unless the same
restrictions apply
to other health
Sen. Wellstone
services.
Mr. President and colleagues ,
there are several arguments for re
quiring parity for mental health ser
vices. First, we now have cost-effec
tive treatments for mental illnesses
and high rates of success are being
achieved across the spectrum of di
agnosis. For example, 80 percent of
individuals with depression respond
to treatment. Second of all , mental
illness results in physical illness, in
ability to work, impaired relation
ships and sometimes crime and
homelessness.
Would it not be better to end the
discrimination and have less of the
homelessness? Would it not be bet
ter to end the discrimination and en
able people to work and be produc
tive citizens? And finally, Mr.
President, mental health services are
already part of health delivery in the
United States.
Let us have no doubt about it,
this amendment leaves all decisions
about the delivery of services to the
private marketplace. The amend
ment does not require the provision
of mental health services to employ
ees specify what care should be pro
vided, interfere with the discretion
of employers and health plans to
negotiate reimbursement rates as
they see fit , or mandate the use of
any particular kind of delivery of
needed care.
What this amendment calls for
is just parity, Mental illness has
touched many of our families and
many of our friends. It is for this
reason and many others that it is not
a partisan issue. Mental illness is a
problem affecting all sectors of
American society. It shows up in
both the rural and urban areas. It

affects men and women, teenagers and
the elderly, every ethnic group and
people in every tax bracket. It can be
effectively treated just like heart dis
ease or diabetes . Treatment not only
saves lives but it also saves dollars.
That is why this amendment is so
important.
Colleagues, please support us .
Please end the discrimination. That is
what this amendment is all about. I
do not usually do this on the floor of
the Senate, but I would like to dedi
cate my remarks to my brother who
has struggled with mental illness al
most his whole life. He is doing great
now.
I yield the floor.
-Senator Paul Wells tone
(D-MN) . [excerpted]
Let me just tell
you that about
4 years ago a
most beautiful
girl in our fam
ily, the niece of
my wife-my
wife's
twin
Sen. Simpson
sister's daugh
ter, whom we
had watched grow and mature from
her birth-left our midst. She was a
dancer; she was an artist; she was a
poet; she was a guitarist; she was a
singer; she was the rainbow of life.
We did not get or understand the
Signals in time , and the Signals were
very clear as we all look back now
out of sheer guilt and .anguish. She
was tough minded , independent,
loving , strong and forceful. She
would come into your kitchen and
just cook up a batch and leave the
stuff in the sink and family would
say, "Why doesn't Susan clean up
afterwards? " And then , "Why
doesn't Susan work? How old will
she be before she ever works? "
She began to withdraw and then
she went into some religious and al
most cultish activities and she had
a child. And that is a beautiful child.
I know that child. That is the won-
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derful part of it now because Su
san is gone . And after years of
r eaching out to us in her way and
us not hearing and us not know
i ng, she one day decisively pur
chased a pistol and a few hours
l ater purchased the ammunition
and went to an isolated field , re
moved her shoes, sat in a crouched
position in Bowling Green , Ken
t ucky and blew her chest away.
That is what sometimes happens
to these people, and we think, "Well,
but they should have tried to do
something for themselves. "
We thought we were doing
something for her. We though she
was finally doing it for herself. She
was taking medication, and it was
working . But then something ,
something unknown , entered her
mind and her life and she decided
not to take the medication
knowing what would happen if
she did not-and then her tragic
plan of ultimate rejection came to
pass .
... [T] here is not a soul in this
Chamber that has not been griev
ously affected in some way by
these things . It is time for healing.
It is time for understanding more
than anything. It is time to minis
ter. It is time to love and to be
compassionate and time to learn
so much more about these tragic
things. For these are the people
who you know and see every day,
and they are making it, and they
never did before, but they are now.
If we can put this in this bill in
this way with this language , I
think it would be a tremendous
benefit to them-and they are our
first charge-and to the rest of us
in society.
I thank the Chair.
- Senator Alan Simpson
(R-WY). [excerpted]

PRINCIPLES OF FAMILY INVOLVEMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND
OPERATION OF MANAGED HEALTH AND MENTAL HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH
Federation of Families for Children's Mental Health, Adopted July 1995
These principles were developed through an interactive process that involved
families from a wide diversity of communities representing the spectrum of
families raising children with mental health needs, emotional or behavioral
problems or mental disorders. These principles represent a consensus.
Individual communities may have additional concerns and the realization
of these principles will necessarily be adapted to local conditions.
olicy Issues . Family members
must be part of the decision-mak
ing team responsible for managed
care system development. This ap
plies to both the public and private
sectors. The base of parent advocacy
needs to be broadened to ensure both
depth and diversity of perspectives in
planning, policy development, imple
mentation , and evaluation of man
aged care systems. Families reflecting
the full economic, cultural, linguis
tic, aI).d racial diversity who are or will
be receiving managed care services
must be included in development of
the systems.
State agencies must be aggressive
in ensuring managed care systems
involve families in an ongoing way.
Systems must develop services for the
benefit of children and families. The
managed care system must include
health care professionals who h ave
specialized knowledge and skills to
treat the many faces of children with
mental health needs. Family members
must have appropriate representation
on advisory boards and other groups
that have the power to influence the
managed care system. Concepts and
principles of family involvement need
to be institutionalized throughout the
managed care system.
Managed care systems must be
consistent with the principles of the
system of care. This includes: (1) pre
serving the benefits of interagency
collaboration; (2) involvement of
family members in decision-making
about the design, delivery, and evalu
ation of services; (3) supporting a full
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continuum of care; and (4) provid
ing individualized services tailored to
the specific n eeds of each child and
family (including holistic and alter
native health care needs justified by
medical n ecessity or personal reli
gious beliefs).
Families need to be involved in
the evaluation and assessment of th e
success of managed care systems. We
must be sure that presenting problems
are evaluated and stabilized so th at
our children can benefit from behav
ioral health care . Family members
must be members of quality manage
ment teams and included in the pro
cess of de termining outcome mea
su res and data collection systems.
Family members m ust be included in
establishing "best practices" based on
their experiences with the system of
care.
Family representatives need to be
included on the planning teams for
all conferences, training and techni
cal assistance concerning managed
care.
Services-Related Con cerns .
Families must receive the information
and training to be empowered to ad
vocate for themselves. This includes:
(1) information about managed care
principles, practices, and systems de
sign; (2) strategies for family involve
ment; and (3) education in the im
portance o f and opportuniti es for
influenCing systems change. Efforts
must be made to provide effective
outreach to yo u th and their families
in inner city and rural communities
in order for them to have equal op
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portunity to access information and
training.
Families must have a definitive
ro le in th e development of their
child's care plan and service needs.
The "gatekeeping" function of the
managed care system must take into
consideration and not compromise
the role of the family as decision
maker for the child . For example,
how utilization review of hospitaliza
t ions or o ut patient treatment is
handled affects the family'S capacity
to protect their child's best interest.
The managed care system must have
flexible time frames for services. "One
size fits all" does not work.
The providers in the managed care
system must be prepared to allow
families to participate at whatever
level they feel comfortable. Front line
workers must be well-trained in meet
ing family needs and responsiveness
to families has to be infused into the
organizational culture. Service coor
dinators (case managers) need to re
ceive in-service training from family
members concerning wraparound
and other appropriate services to sup
port families. Service coordinators
(case managers) need to pay particu
lar attention to the voices of youth
during in-service training.
Managed care systems must sup
port the principles of wraparound (in
cluding "zero reject" and family-cen
tered care) and cover the
non-traditional services deSigned and
delivered through this ap pro ach.
Managed care systems must ensure
that a full array of community-based

child and family support service op
tions is developed before limitations
on hospitalization and residential care
are imposed or when capitation con
trols resources for mental health care.
Continuation of relationships family
members have developed with men
tal health providers must be protec ted
as managed care is introduced to re
place current fee-for-service systems.
Managed care systems (both pub
lic and private) must have a compre
hensive and easy to use appeals pro
cess for families to access when they
disagree with the service plan or other
decisions made by the managed care
organization.
Financial Considerations. There
needs to be money set aside by the
managed care system to support and
train family organizations as con
sumer-based entities that have a key
role in monitoring the managed care
system, as well as to be involved in
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complaint review and policy develop
ment. These conditions need to be in
the requests for applications put out
by the mental health authorities.
Family organizations should receive
funds from the managed care system
to support advocacy for children with
mental health needs , train providers,
and help families take responsibility
for tracking down services and uti
lizing the system effectively.
Regardless of whether the man
aged care organization is a public or
private entity, any cost savings should
be reinvested in children's menta l
health services or the system of care.
Managed care systems need to
ensure famili es are not bearing the
financial risk.
Managed care systems must cover
early intervention services and other
services designed to prevent escala
tion of mental health problems.
Managed care systems must estab

lish and maintain mechanisms for
ensuring fl exible funds are available
to support crisis intervention, respite
care, wraparound and other and non
traditional services deSigns and deliv
ery strategies.
Resources must be provided to
break down barriers to participation
of families who lack ample financial
reso urces. Co mmon barriers that
families face include: lack of funds,
credit cards or cash on hand ; lack of
transportation , child care and appro
priate clothing.
For additional information on the
process through which these prin
Ciples were developed , or for infor
mation about the Federation please
contact: Federation of Families for
Children's Mental Health, 1021 Prince
Street, Alexandria , Virginia 22314
2971 ; voice: (703) 684-7710 ; fa x:
(703) 836-1040.

QPERATIONALIZING CULTURAL COMPETENCY
IN A MANAGED CARE ENVIRONMENT

ultural competence" may be de
fined as the state of being capable
of functioning in the context of cul
tural difference. Cross has described
cultural competence as a set of con
gruent practice skills, attitudes, poli
cies and structures that come together
and thereby enable professionals, an
agency or a larger system to work ef
fectively in cross-cultural situations
(Cross, 1988) . Managed care organi
zations have an obligation to system
atically express inclusiveness of the
culturally diverse populations within
their respective service areas. Health
care organizations must expect that
every aspect of the organization has
the capacity to deliver high quality
services to all consumers. Services
must be respectful and responsive to
consumers' cultural values and lan
guage needs . All consumers are en
titled to receive culturally proficient
mental health services. It is our ethi
cal, moral and professional responsi
bility to ensure that all mental health
consumers have access to clinically,

culturally and linguistically proficient
services.
The development of a culturally
proficient system of care requires act
ing in accordance with the following
fundamental principle: An agency or
organization must systematically ex
press inclusiveness of the culturally
diverse populations to be served. The
organization's staff must expect that
every aspect of the organization has
the capacity to delivery high quality
services to all consumers . The mes
sage of inclusiveness must come from
the top of the organization on down.
It cannot be left to the individual staff
member. If the consumer perceives
that the organization's commitment to
inclusiveness extends throughout the
organization they will, of course, give
the organization their business. If, on
the other hand , the clinician steps out
into the hall and calls the building's
janitor in to translate for the client,
the client will readily perceive that the
organization does not have a commit
ment to inclusiveness- and these cli-
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ents will vote with their feet.
The acquisition of cultural com
petence is a developmental process.
Individuals must first look within and
develop an understanding of their
own cultural influences. Thereafter
they can begin to pursue professional
growth, skills and knowledge which
they can then incorporate into their
work. The focus is on developing
skills to assess clients , from a
strengths-based perspective , within
the context of the client's culture, fam
ily and community.
Examples of the strengths per
spective include: 0) viewing the fam
ily as partners in the treatment pro
cess ; (2) addressing the value of
spirituality; (3) multi-dimensional
assessments; (4) using language that
is familiar to consumers; and (5) fa
miliarity with how communities of
color understand and use health care.
Further, the strengths-based perspec
tive acknowledges differences in
health-seeking behaviors and may de
emphaSize Western medical models.

CORE CULTURAL
COMPETENCIES NEEDED BY
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
ORGANIZATIONS .
Organizations must develop repu
tations that they are inclusive and in
viting of culturally diverse popula
tions. They must have staff and
services that distinguish them from
their competitors. Staff may assume
that-since their organization's name
is well-known-as soon as they open
their doors , culturally diverse clien
tele will come in droves. In fact, how
ever, consumers will likely have de
cided which organization is
responsive long before they open their
doors. If the organization has no his
tory of advancing the quality of life
in the community through local
churches and schools, culturally di
verse peoples are unlikely to use the
organization's services . The agency
must earn the respect of the commu
nity. This respect translates into reci
procity: "You give , we give. "
Providers can position themselves
in the marketplace by familiarizing
themselves with local census informa
tion about population profiles by age ,
ethnicity, gender and census tracts.
Behavioral health organizations
should develop targeted strategic
plans for service in specific regions.
Moreover, it is important to give par
ticular services the flexibility to shape
themselves to meet the needs of the
targeted communities.
Flexible criteria for accessing ser
vices will ensure that the organization
can accommodate the different ways
cultures express mental health and
health needs. Truly accessible system
entry points will have staff with clini
cal, cultural , and language compe
tency skills that are reflective of the
region's population.
The organization's policies and
practices should enable staff to truly
put the consumer first. Staff must be
allowed to do things slightly differ
ently than the norm to really reach
consumers. For example, a consumer
comes in and seeks assistance con
cerning a personal crisis. The staffer
successfully helps resolve the crisis.
Upon returning six months later con

cerning another matter, the client ex
pects to see the same individual with
whom trust has already been estab
lished. The system should be flexible
enough to accommodate the
consumer's desire to see the same staff
person.
Management information systems
should track clients throughout orga
nizations by ethnicity, language, di
agnosis , age and by treatment modal
ity. This will give management a tool
to assess the organization's effective
ness in treating clients in the most
effective and least costly level of care.

ACQUIRING CORE
CULTURAL COMPETENCIES.
Assess the organization's strengths
and weaknesses:
• Do staffing patterns reflect the
most common languages needed in the
regions served at all levels of the orga
nization (clerical, clinical, case manage
ment, supervisors, management)?
• Do staff possess the skills and li
censure required for compliance with
specific state or federal requirements?
• Are the organization's service
modalities culturally acceptable for a
consumer-driven system?
• How user friendly is the orga
nization from various access points
(i.e. , inpatient, emergency, residential,
outpatient)? Do clients who are not
fluent in English get the same oppor
tunity for quality treatment? Do non
English-speaking clients access the
organization at the least restrictive
level of care?
Managed care providers typically
promote a centralized point of access
to their systems. Such an approach
effectively denies access to many po
tential consumers. If one's community
is the barrio , and the point of entry is
ten miles away, the health care orga
nization is wholly inaccessible. Access
points should be decentralized and
truly in the local community.

BUILDING CORE CULTURAL
COMPETENCIES.
In order to build the needed com
petencies within the organization ,
assess current staff with respect to
their cross-cultural skills, language
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fluency, credentials, and knowledge
base of targeted ethnic communities.
If there is a knowledge base to work
from , invest in training in cross-cul
tural, community-based non-tradi
tional modalities across disciplines
and programs. Invite consumer and
stakeholder feedback in planning pro
cesses and develop consumer-based
outcome measures.

BUYING AND SHARING
CORE COMPETENCIES .
If cross-cultural and language
skills are not available within the or
ganization, purchase the necessary
competencies by re-writing job de
scriptions to test for the clinical and
community-based knowledge re
quired to perform the needed ser
vices. Invest in ongoing staff devel
opment of existing and new staff to
maintain the skill levels needed .
Maintain a multidisciplinary-cultur
ally diverse focus and cross-train staff
where possible. Contract with indi
viduals possessing needed competen
cies for the performance of non-rou
tine jobs. Develop strategic alliances
with other providers and share the
competencies needed occasionally or
for a special targeted project. Give up
a measure of control and open tradi
tional boundaries between and among
organizations. Share staff resources
and skills.

LANGUAGE FACTORS IN
CLINICAL INTERVENTIONS .
It is critically important to have
clinical staff speak the same language
as the client and, if possible, to have
a shared cultural history. Clinicians
frequently mis-interpret the behavior
of non-English-speaking clients. For
example, if a client behaves in a self
effacing manner, the clinician may
interpret this behavior as guarded ,
uncooperative, or that the client feels
less intelligent or lacks confidence.
Similarly, the clinician may mis-inter
pret body movements that are efforts
to communicate. The clinician may
interpret the body movement as mo
tor retardation, depression, physical
tension or anxiety.
There are also difficulties associ
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ated with assessing English-speaking
clients when that is not their primary
language. Speaking a non-dominant
language diminishes the speaker's
emotional involvement and heightens
th e likelihoo d of emotional with
drawal or detachment. The confusion
that accompanies times of high stress
is heightened when communicating
in a non-dominant language is fac
tored into the mix. Clients may give
different responses to the same ques
tion when asked in their native lan
guage and in English. It is critically
important to recognize that language
is not merely a method of communi
ca tion ; langua ge is also a rea lity
through which individuals p erceive
and organize their worlds.
Organizations should, if at all pos
sible , avoid using interpreters. On
those occasions where interpreters are
used , it will be very difficult to estab
lish a sense of bonding between the
speakers. The actual content of the
interview will be highly dependent on
the quality and training of the inter
pre te r. Children and adol escents
should never be used as interpreters
for their parents as it has the effect of
e mpowering
childr e n
and
disempowering parents. Children are

simply not psych ologically prepared
for the responsibility plac ed upon
them in the role of translating the
kinds of highly personal information
that may emerge during a m ental
health assessment or treatment.

CULTURAL COMPETENCY
INCREASES MANAGED CARE
ORGANIZATIONS'
COMPETITIVENESS .
Cultural competency improves an
organization's ability to engage eth
nically diverse consumers and fami
lies in a meaningful way and redu ces
the revolving door syndrome (use of
emergency and other more costly ser
vices) . Cultural co mp etency prin
ciples promote provider accountabil
ity, coordination and co llaboration.
Promoting culturally appropriate
practice also h elps capture Medicaid
beneficiaries who would otherwise go
to competitors or use th e system only
at the most costly level of care. Clini
cal a nd cultural co mp e tency pro
motes quality care for all clients and
assists mental h ealth staff to m ee t
their ethical and profeSSional stan
dards of care.
In sum ,. culturall y competent
practice is good for consumers and

providers alike. It recognizes that we
all have one or more cultures and ac
knowledges our emotions, concerns ,
values and personal prinCiples. Cul
turally competent practice is person
ally and professionally rewarding, as
well as essential to ensuring a man
aged care organization'S competitive
position in today's marketplace.

JOSIE T. ROMERO.
L.C.S.W., retired on
September 6, 1996
from her position
as Division Direc
tor , Santa Clara
County Mental
Health Depart
josi.e Rom ero
ment.
Josie
worked for over 28 years in the fi eld
of mental health including serving as
Manager of Family and Children's
Division. She is now a private con
sultant in cultural competency plan
ning and staff development. Josie may
be reached at 5253 Edenvale Avenue ,
San Jose, California 95136; (408) 281
3346 (voice); (408) 229-8327 (fax) .
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A SYSTEM IN TRANSITION: CASSP PRINCIPLES REVISITED
MANAGED CARE AND CASSP
PRINCIPLES .
CASSP (Child and Adolescent Service
System Program) system of care val
ues and principles are as relevant in
today's managed care environment as
they were in the environment of a
decade ago. CASSP philosophy has
guided states in the development of
service delivery for children and ado
lescents with serious emotional dis
orders. The CASSP system of care is
an ideal system. It includes a compre
hensive range of mental health and
other necessary services that are or
ganized into a coordinated network
to meet the multiple and changing
needs of these children and their fami
lies. These values and principles were
used to bring profeSSionals and par
ents together to create a common lan-

guage. This commonality gUided lo
cal communities to change the direc
tion of service delivery to children
with emotional disorders and their
families. Communities can use th e
CASSP framework to make sure that
managed care m odels are consistent
with the best interests of children and
families.

WHY MANAGED CARE?
Public health , mental health and
chemical depend e ncy services are
und ergO ing rapid and profound
changes du e to managed care . The
move of public services into managed
care began with the promise it held
for states to control the costs of Med
icaid services. Managed care has ap
pealed to payers and legislators alike
because it focuses on the cost and ef
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fectiveness of government programs.
Cost control is clearly a legitimate
concern. Any entity that is respon
sible for making sure that there are
enough dollars to appropriately serve
each individual under its care must
deal with cost. Each provider must be
able to afford the services it provides.
But without a commitment by (a) key
policymakers , (b) parents, (c) advo
ca tes, and (d) service providers, to
CASSP principles and values , man
aged care models can be driven by
cost alone.
There is no "on e" model of man
aged care. Instead , managed care prin
ciples are applied to the specific cir
cumstances of eac h loc ale . Th e
challenge to our communities in an
era of reduced resources and increas
ing needs is to be vigilant and stay

invo lved in th e d evelo pm ent of
emerging models. States and local
communities have the opportunity to
shape a locally designed managed sys
tem of care that is both cost effective
and quality driven. In the public sec
tor, state and local governments have
been responsible for the public trust.
Governments typically demonstrate
that trust through the inclusion of
citizens in extensive community plan
ning and evaluation of delivery sys
tems. As new managed care partner
ships evolve between the public and
private sector, we, the community,
must not lose this citizen participa
tion. We must be insistent that our
policymakers create formal mecha
nisms that require continued citizen
involvement.
As a child and family system , we
must become very proficient in using
the tools of managed care to fo cus on
prevention , fl exibility, qu ality im
provement processes, effective utili
zation and outcome-oriented treat
ment for children and families. The
following describes one community's
learning about seizing the opportu
nities and facing the chall enges of
managed mental h ea lth care for
children.

.

CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
LAUNCHES MANAGED CARE INITIATIVE

he Managed Care Initiative is a project designed to support the devel
opment of managed care expertise in public sector managed care ser
vice administrators and staff. The Initiative, funded through the Center for
Mental Health Services and coordinated through the Center for Mental
Health Policy and Services Research at the University of Pennsylvania, tare
gets mental health administrators and clinical professionals as the audi
ence for a multi-level intervention of education, planning and cooperative
ventures with managed care companies and mental health services. The
Initiative is comprised of two components: a central, coordinating project
and contracts with five separate professional mental health organizations.
The central project, currently underway, is working to identify, clarify
and summarize existing standards of mental health services and clinical
competencies for mental health professionals within the parameters of adult
services, child and adolescent services, elderly services, services for His
panic Americans, and services for African Americans. The goal is to iden
tify existing training and educational materials that currently exist for mental
health professionals and then to develop additional training materials needed
by professionals to practice effectively with these populations within the
context of managed care.
For general information on the Managed Care Initiative contact: Marian
Mullahy, Project Coordinator, Center for Mental Health Policy and Services
Research , University of Pennsylvania Medical Center, Department of Psy
chiatry, 7th Floor, 3600 Market Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
2648; (215) 662-3531 (voice) or (215) 349-8715 (fax) . For information
specific to the project's focus on child and adolescent services contact: Sybil
Goldman, M.5.W., Associate Director, National Technical Assistance Cen
ter for Children's Mental Health, Georgetown University Child Develop
ment Center, 3307 M Street, N.W, Washington, D.C. 20007-3935; (202)
687-5000 (voice); (202) 687-1954 (fax).
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MULTNOMAH COUNTY,
OREGON: A CASE EXAMPLE.
Multnomah County, Oregon is a
large, diverse , urban community of
63 1,000 persons. About 80,000 per
sons live in poverty, half of whom are
children . This County has had a long
commitment through funding and
policy to serve vulnerabl e children
and families. It uses community-es
tablished benchmarks to guide policy
and financial in ves tm ents for a
healthy and safe community. EPSDT
(Early and Periodic Screening, Diag
nosis and Treatment) 'mental health
services have been well accessed for
Medicaid children and their families.
The Multnomah County Pa rtners
Project, a recently concluded five year
multi-system, multi-partner project,
pioneered managing individualized
mental health services to children and
their families. Services were targeted
to 150 children with the highest men

tal, emotional and behavioral needs.
This is the community co ntex t in
whi ch the County entered into an
agreement with the state of Oregon
to provide managed mental health
care to Medicaid-eligible children.
Oregon is a state that has system
atically moved into managed health
care for its Medicaid population. As
one of several Oregon managed care
initiatives, the Oregon Mental Health
and Developmental Disabilities Divi
sion entered into an agreement with
Multnomah County's Department of
Community and Family Services to
implement a federal waiver (19 15B)
on April 1, 1996 . The Department of
Community and Family Services is a
large social services delivery agency
that provides a broad array of contrac t
and direct services. Th e federal
wa iver, call ed the "Multnomah
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CAPCare (C hild a nd Ad ol esce nt
Plan) ," is to provide mental h ealth
services to Medicaid-eligible children
and adolescents ages 0-20 who live
in Multnomah County.
CAP Care is responsible for pro
viding medically necessary 24 hour
urgent and emergency care, acute psy
chiatric inpatient care, assessment
and evaluation , outpatient services
and case management services. In
cluded in these benefits are flexible
service ap proa ches such as wrap
around services that are individual
ized to the child's treatment needs.
CAPCare offers outpatient services
through a provider panel of 28 com
munity-based agencies. Thes e ser
vices are reimbursed through a dis
counted fee for service . CAPCare
provides acute care services through
several hospital systems. These ser

vices are reimbursed through
subcapitation arrangements.
CAP Care is the next step in taking
what we have learned through the
Partners Project and EPSDT system
reform and applying these principles
to the larger Medicaid population of
children and youth.

this knowledge to keep the process
moving. Parents and advocate repre
sentatives have played a strong role
in this process. They have been un
wavering in their commitment to hold
CAP Care accountable for how the
model would work and improve ser
vices to children.

WORKING TOGETHER.
The transition process to managed
care has required the commitment
and patience of the community.
Change is difficult and it is never
without its bumps. But the change
also is an opportunity to work to
gether to use the potential of man
aged care to create a more flexible,
efficient, quality-driven children's sys
tem. This transition has involved cre
ating the vision for the system and
operationalizing the plan.
Like many public systems , this
community had years of experience
serving children with serious mental
health needs and their families. The
Department of Community and Fam
ily Services, hereafter referred to as
the "Department," asked our commu
nity to plan CAP Care with us to de
sign a system of care that could take
full advantage of the flexibility of
managed care tools. The Department
made sure that parents, advocates ,
mental health, education, child wel
fare , health, juvenile justice, and pro
viders sat together to design the type
of system we wanted. We used CASSP
principles as the core framework.
Everyone invested hundreds of hours
to declare what the vision would be.
But, as the saying goes , "The devil
is in the details." As a system, we had
to deal with new and challenging de
mands that ranged from fiscal and
budget issues and information ex
change to changes in the fundamen
tal values and expectations of deliv
ering care. These challenges included
resolving disagreements about reim
bursements and payment methods.
There were critical information sys
tem operations that had to be put into
place at the state, at the department,
and at the provider agencies to enable
CAP Care to run. CAP Care policy and
procedures had to be developed that

A SHIFT IN FOCUS.
Managed care is changing the way
the community thinks about provid
ing mental health services to children
and families . Under managed care,
there are financial incentives to
underserve children and families. To
offset this potential , the CAP Care
delivery system must implement
quality assurancelimprovement pro
cesses that monitor under- and over
utilization of care. CAPCare must also
continue to educate parents and fami
lies so they are informed consumers
of managed care. The Department has
used its entry into managed care as
an opportunity to engage the commu
nity of children's mental health pro
viders and other interested persons in
looking at best practices and estab
lishing standards of care. This has
created a process for the system to
look at improving the cost and qual
ity of care to children. By doing this ,
we obligate the system to look at each
child in relation to community stan
dards to see how an individual treat
ment is fitting the needs for that child
and family.
The clinical providers for
CAPCare were engaged in developing
the authorization of payment process.
Prior to CAP Care , mental health ser
vices to Medicaid-eligible children in
Multnomah County were paid for by
the provider billing the state for ser
vices on an as-needed basis. Now,
Multnomah CAPCare receives a pre
paid capita ted monthly payment from
the state to provide these services to
CAP Care enrollees. The money
comes to CAPCare based on an allot
ment of Medicaid funds for each en
rolled child every month. Out of this
fund, CAP Care is responsible for pro
viding all medically-necessary ser
vices to CAP Care enrollees. CAPCare
authorizes payment to the provider

would establish a common under
standing of admission, discharge, and
continuing care criteria. It takes time
and experience to resolve these types
of issues. CAP Care continues to re
fine its operations as it matures as a
system . During this transition ,
CAP Care's greatest responsibility has
been to make sure that children and
families continue to receive necessary
care.

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES .
We have seen an opportunity with
CAP Care to use the learning from the
Partners Project to advance managed
care approaches that better serve chil
dren who have serious mental, emo
tional and behavioral disorders and
their families. The Department has
continued its collaboration with par
ents and advocates , child welfare ,
education, juvenile justice and private
foundations to develop innovative ap
proaches to coordinated care.
Rooted in CASSP values and prin
Ciples, the approaches are intended to
optimize coordinated service delivery
to high need, at-risk children and ado
lescents whom we all serve in com
mon. At times , it has been difficult to
sort through with the partners the
impact that CAPCare and managed
care in general has had on our sys
tems. Luckily, the partners have a
shared history of providing effective
care through collaboration and use
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for services to CAPCare enrollees as
indicated by medical necessity.
The implementation of CAP Care
has imposed a discipline on the de
partment and its provider panel. Both
have had to develop quality improve
ment processes that monitor over
and under-utilization. Providers have
experienced pressure to increase effi
ciencies because of the loss of income
from CAP Care's discounted fees for
service. The quality assurancelim
provement and utilization manage
ment processes assure CAPCare is
providing medically necessary and
appropriate services to each child as
the system is developing efficiencies.
Clinicians and administrators are
learning new skills to become profi
cient in managed care tools. CAP Care
continues to educate and engage par
ents and families to become active
consumers of managed care services.

THE ROLE OF PARENTS AND
ADVOCATES.
Parents and advocates playa criti
cal role while shifts are occurring
under managed care. They tell us
what works , what doesn't and why.
We have found it to be crucial that
CAP Care provides parents and other
interested persons a regular forum to

ask questions and challenge processes
that are developing. CAPCare has
sought technical assistance from par
ents in how to communicate user
friendly written information to fami
lies. It also includes parents and other
stakeholders as members of the
CAP Care quality improvement com
mittee.
The child and family community
service delivery system has pockets
of excellence where the role of par
ents and advocates is routinely as
sured. Parents and advocates are in
cluded in planning and advisory
committees and clinical care teams.
This role is supported through state
and county mandates and provider
practices. However, we do not yet
have broad, routine parent and advo
cate participation. The opportunity
under managed care is to use much
needed customer feedback from par
ents and families to improve services.
CONCLUSION.
Many states and communities are
moving to managed care systems
not only for health, mental health and
chemical dependency services- but
also for child welfare services. Simi
larly, there is an emerging trend in
long-term care systems to embrace
managed care. These changes proVide

an opportunity and a challenge to re
visit and reaffirm the CASSP philoso
phy. CASSP principles and values are
compatible with the managed care
focus on cost, customer satisfaction
and quality processes. However, it is
vital that a managed care system de
sign to provide services to vulnerable
children and families establishes qual
ity goals to create a child-centered,
community-based, culturally compe
tent and consumer-driven system.
Parents and advocates have an
opportunity to playa critical role in
how states and local communities re
spond to funding and priority changes
at the local, state and national level.
Stay involved, stay informed and learn
as much as you can about this thing
called "managed care."

JUDY ROBISON. M.A..

M.S.W.. Managed
Care Coordinator,
Director's Office,
Multnomah County
Department ofCom
munity and Family
Services , 421 S.W
Sixth Avenue, Suite Judy Robison
600, Portland, Oregon 97204; voice:
(503) 248-369lx4047; TDD: (503) 248
3598; fax: (503) 248-3926.

MANAGED CARE IN EVOLUTION: ONE FAMILY'S EXPERIENCES
am a single parent of two boys,
David, 17 and Isaiah, 15 , living in
Flagstaff, Arizona. We have had ex
tensive involvement with the state
run health care system, from both the
medical and mental health perspec
tive. Our first hand experience is that
mental health services delivered
through managed care better meet the
needs of children and their families.
My oldest son, David, was born
with the fibula missing in his right
leg and a benign, recurring tumor in
his left forearm. He wears a prosthe
sis to compensate for the difference
in leg lengths. There is no way to con
trol the growth of the tumor in his
arm without taking most of the
muscle and damaging the nerves.
David has had five operations to con
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trol the growth of the tumor and hun
dreds of hours of physical therapy
to strengthen his arm and hand. We
have been able to get whatever
David has needed with very few
problems. Most of his surgery has
been performed locally.
On the other hand , my youngest
child, Isaiah, was diagnosed as hav
ing a serious emotional disorder at a
young age and finding care for him
has been very difficult.
When David and Isaiah were 5 and
3 years old, their father and I divorced
and I went back to work. Unfortunately,
I had to stop working after about a year,
because I was constantly being called
to the day care center-and later to the
school or juvenile detention center
due to Isaiah's behavior.
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Services for Isaiah were virtually
non-existent. In 1989 , at the age of8,
Isaiah ended up in a therapeutic
group home in Phoenix, which is
about two-and-a-half hours south of
Flagstaff. He was there for more than
a year until I decided he needed to
come home and be with his family
more than he needed their treatment.
Under Medicaid, the state of Ari
zona has delivered health services
within a managed care framework
since 1982. However, it wasn't until
1990 that mental health services were
provided to eligible people under the
age of 2l.
Under managed care, treatment
for David's arm and leg has been no
harder to get than with any other in
surance company and, basically, we

have been pleased with the quality of
the services he has received .
But, prior to 1990, mental health
services were delivered under a feefor-service model. Our providers op
era ted in the traditional way-ap
pointments between 8:00 A.M. and
5:00 PM ., Monday through Friday. In
rural areas , such as where we live ,
personnel and specialty services were
limited.
The move to managed care created
much chaos because it was imple
mented so qUickly. Parents, provid
ers , and state agencies qUickly saw
that they had no choice but to work
together and plan the best implemen
tation possible. After two years , the
dust settled and everyone was a little
more comfortable under the new
model. It goes without saying that
those two years were hell for our chil
dren and youth throughout the state.
After suffering through this hell ,
in early 1992 , I decided that I was
going to get involved and learn and
do as much as I could. I joined
M.I.K.I.D. , an organization that pro
vides information and advocacy for
children with mental health problems.
In September 1993 , after a year of
negotiation, an intergovernmental
agreement was Signed between the
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five state agencies that serve children
and families. The guiding principles
for the agreement are that services
should be collaborative, flexible , fam
ily-focused , community-based and
culturally appropriate. My continuing
role in the intergovernmental agree
ment process is to sit on the execu
tive committee that oversees work
groups that focus on identified areas
of planning and modification.
One of our accomplishments to
date has been the development of a
single purchase of care contract that
allows providers within the state to
work under one contract. This differs
dramatically from the former system
in which providers contracted sepa
rately with each agency. With the
move toward a single contract, we
hope to improve the quality of ser
vices delivered to our children and
families .
Another successful innovation is
the development of an intensive case
management pilot program that be
gan operation in October 1995. The
pilot program pulls together a team
of case managers from various agen
cies who work together to designate
a Single case manager for each child
and family.
As I stated before, David has been

able to get just about anything he
needs . He can get a prosthesis made
specifically for him . No one else can
benefit from his personally tailored,
unique prosthesis. This is the same
type of service delivery that I believe
our children and youth with mental
health needs should have as well. Ser
vices must be carefully prescribed and
fashioned to the individual. So far I
see that, under a managed care model,
families have the opportunity for in
put in treatment planning and service
definition, which in turn results in a
system that provides for cost effi
ciency, accountability, individualized
treatments and quality outcomes .
Over the last four years Isaiah has
been able to receive the individual
ized treatment that meets his needsprovided within our own community!
The progress he has made is just won
derful. Isaiah is a delightful and happy
young man.

TERI SANDERS is a statewide advocate for
M.I.K.I.D., a family organization work
ing with children's mental health issues
in Arizona. M.I.K.I.D. advocates for
children and y outh within all areas of
need and offers support and education
to families and professionals .

MANAGED HEALTH CARE MONOGRAPHS AND REPORTS:
RESOURCES FOR PLANNERS, POLICYMAKERS AND ADVOCATES

ystematic Approaches to Mental
Health Care in the Private Sector for
Children, Adolescents, and Their Fami
lies: Managed Care Organizations and
Service Providers (1996) , excerpted at
pages 1- 9 , is the report of a study of
five sites chosen to represent the state
of the art in private sector continuums
of managed children's mental health
care. Authored by Ira S. Lourie , M.D. ,
Steven W Howe , M.5.W and linda
l. Roebuck , M.S.S.W., this mono
graph proVides a detailed description
of (a) two managed care organizations
and (b) three service provider agen
cies. Each of these organizations has
successfully learned to work within a
managed care environment and to
offer its own managed care mental

health products to children and fami
lies. The report may be obtained from:
National Technical Assistance Center
[or Child Mental Health, Center for
Child Health and Mental Health
Policy, Georgetown University Child
Development Center, 3307 M Street,
N.W, Washington, D.C. 20007-3935;
(202) 687-5000 (voice).
Managing Managed Care for Pub
licly Financed Mental Health Services
(1995) offers an overview of what a
publicly financed managed care sys
tern may look like . Authors Chris
Koyanagi, Ira Burnim, Joseph Manes
and Robert Moon emphasize that
managed care in the public mental
health system is different than that
used in employer-based health insur

.
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ance. In general, the population in the
public sector has more serious disabil
ity and mental health needs (often
compounded by poverty and , even,
homelessness) than the privately in
sured population. Further, the states
have final responsibility for people
who have no other method of access
ing services.
In addition to describing con
sumer involvement in public mental
health systems , Managing Managed
Care describes possible benefits de
signs , discusses considerations in
structuring a managed care system,
reviews financial issues, and describes
the need to develop outcome mea
sures that will promote quality ser
vices. Managing Managed Care may
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be ordered from the following: Publi
cations Desk, Bazelon Center for
Mental Health Law, 1101 Fifteenth
Street, N.W, Suite 1212, Washington,
D.C. 20005-5002; (202) 467-5730
(vo ic e); (2 02) 467-4232 (TDD);
(202) 223-0409 (fax).
Managing Behavioral Health Care
for Children and Youth: A Family
Advocate~ Guide is the just-published
(August 1996) product of a collabo
rative effort between the Federation
of Families for Children's Mental
Health and the Bazelon Center for
Mental Health Law. Authored by Trina
W Osher (Federation of Families)
and Chris Koyanagi and Rhoda
Schulzinger (Bazelon Center), this
monograph explains the concept of
managed care , offers strategies for
child and family advocates to become
involved in shaping the design of
managed care systems, and includes
an extensive glossary of phrases used
in discussions about managed care.
Four handouts are included as appen
dices with the suggestion that they be
disseminated by family advocates to
managed care policymakers.
Your Family and Managed Care: A
Guide for Famili es of Children with
Mental , Emotional or Behavioral Dis
orders is a clearly written booklet that
explains the workings, advantages
and pitfalls of managed care. Your
Family and Managed Care, as well as
Managing Behavioral Health Care for
Children and Youth: A Family
Advocate~ Guide , are available in En
glish or Spanish and may be ordered
from the Publications Desk at the
Bazelon Center for Mental Health Law
(see above).
Hea lth Care Reform Tracking
Project: Tracking State Health Care
Refo rms as They Affect Children and
Adolescents with Emotional Disorders
and Their Families-The 1995 State
Survey describes the results of a
baseline survey of states to identify
and describe current state heath care
reforms that include mental health
services. The baseline survey also
identified technical assistance mate
rials related to developing and imple
menting health care reforms (such as
requests for proposals, capitation rate-

setting methods , and level of care cri
teria). The Health Care Reform Track
ing Project is a five-year project de
Signed to track and analyz e state
health care reform initiatives as they
affect children and adolescents with
mental , emotional or behavioral dis
orders and their families. The 1996
monograph may be ordered from:
Research and Training Center for
Children's Mental Health , Florida
Mental Health Institute, University of
South Florida, 13301 Bruce B. Downs
Blvd., Tampa, Florida 33612-3899;
(813) 974-6419 (voice).
Finding a Way Through the Laby
rinth: Medicaid Managed Care for Chil
dren in Southwest Brookly n examines
issues of enrollment, education, ac
cess and the services offered by man
aged care plans to Medicaid recipients
in Southwest Brooklyn. New York
City launched a Medicaid managed
care project called the Southwest
Brooklyn Demonstration (a) to inves
tigate the impact of universal enroll
ment of Medicaid recipients into pre
paid managed care programs and (b)
to meet the requirements of New
York's 1991 Managed Care Act.
Among other requirements , the Act
mandates that one-half of New York
State's Medicaid recipients be enrolled
in managed care plans by 1997. The
report includes key study findings as
well as extensive recommendations
deSigned to increase the quality and
comprehensiveness of the care pro
vided by the Medicaid Managed Care
program. Finding a Way Through the
Labyrinth may be obtained from the
following : Citizens' Committee for
Children 6f New York, 105 East 22nd
Street, New York, New York 10010;
(212) 673-1800 (voice); (212) 979
5063 (fax).
What Legislators Need to Know
About Managed Care (1994) addresses
four key questions: (1) What is man
aged care?; (2) What are the types of
managed care organizations?; (3)
How have states implemented man
aged care programs; and (4) What is
managed care's role in national health
care reform? The report profiles five
state programs that use managed care
strategies. The monograph , authored
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by Shelda L. Harden, may be ordered
from the following: National Confer
ence of State Legislatures , 1560
Broadway, Suite 700 , Denver, Colo
rado 80202; (303) 830-2200 (Voice);
(303) 863-8003 (fax).
In June 1996 the United States
General Accounting Office released
Health Insurance for Children: Private
Insurance Coverage Continues to De
teriorate. This report to the U.S.
Senate's Subcommittee on Children
and Families, Committee on Labor
and Human Resources examined the
following : (a) the decline in heath
insurance coverage for poor children;
(b) the number of children in work
ing families dependent upon Medic
aid; (c) the number of uninsured chil
dren eligible for Medicaid but not
enrolled; and (d) why families of un
insured but Medicaid-eligible chil
dren might not be seeking Medicaid
coverage for their children.
In an earlier (1995) report to the
U.S. House of Representatives' Com
mittee on Commerce, the United
States General Accounting Office ex
amined Arizona's experience in imple
menting a statewide managed care
program. More than 14 years ago ,

NEW TELEPHONE NUMBERS
FOR PERSONS WITH
HEARING DISABILITIES
ffective immediately, indi
viduals with deafness or other
hearing impairments may reach
the Research and Training Center
on Family Support and Children's
Mental Health through the Or
egon Telecommunications Relay
Service. Both TT and voice users
can initiate calls through the Re
lay Service. The toll-free access
numbers are: (800) 735-2900
(TTY) and (800) 735-1232
(voice). Please have the Research
and Training Center's telephone
number ((503) 725-4040) on
hand for the Relay Service. If Re
search and Training Center staff
are not immediately available,
they will return your call on the
Relay Service.
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Arizona was the first state to obtain
approval from the Health Care Fi
nancing Administration (HCFA) to
develop and implement a mandatory
statewide Medicaid managed care sys
tem. Arizona Medicaid: Competition
Among Managed Care Plans Lowers
Program Costs discusses: (1) the
program's cost containment experi
ence; (2) the role of health plan com
petition in the program's cost contain
ment success; (3) the effect of cost
containment on beneficiary access to

appropriate care; and (4) lessons
about Arizona's cost containment suc
cess that could apply to other states'
Medicaid programs. The last two re
ports may be ordered from: U.S. Gen
eral Accounting Office, PO. Box 6015 ,
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20884-6015 ;
(202) 512-6000 (voice) ; (30l) 413
0006 (TDD); (301) 258-4066 (fax).
Finally, the Center for Mental
Health Services, Substance Abuse and
Mental Health Services Administra
tion, U.s. Department of Health and

Human Services, has produc ed a
number of publications that address
managed care issues. Free courtesy
copies of these publications are avail
able. A managed care publications list
and order form may be obtained from:
Na tional Mental Health Services
Knowledge Exchange Network , PO.
Box 42490, Washington, D.C. 20015;
(800) 789-2647 (voice); or, on the
World Wide Web at: http://
www.mentalhealth.orgl

THE IMPACT OF CHILDREN'S 551 PROGRAM CHANGES
IN WELFARE REFORM
he Children's Supplemental Secu
rity Income (SS!) program will be
dramatically r ede signed and
children's eligibility Significantly re
duced as a result of the welfare reform
bill passed by Congress and signed by
President Clinton on August 22 ,
1996. The program will be cut by $8.2
billion and, over the next six years ,
315,000 low-income children with
disabilities will lose or be denied ac
cess to benefits. The Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) estimates that
15% of those who lose or are denied
access to SSI will also lose eligibil
ity for Medicaid. In Fiscal Year 1995,
the children's SSI program served
more than 950 ,000 qualifying low
income children with severe dis
abilities. Children with mental re
tardation were th e larges t single
group, representing about 42% of all
children enrolled , while another
33% have physical disabilities and
25 % have mental disorders .

T

Children will have to qualify on
the basis of a more narrow defini
tion of childhood disability. The bill
will repeal the current statutory lan
guage on "comparable severity"-the
basis of the United States Supreme
Court's 1990 Zebley decision , requir
ing the Social Security Administration
(SSA) to use an evaluation process for
children comparable to the one it uses
for adults claiming disability benefits.
The Supreme Court directed SSA to

supplement its listing of medical im
pairments with an individualized as
sessment of how a child's impairments
affects his or her ability to function.
The welfare reform legislation estab 
lishes a new definition requiring that
a child have a "medically determin
able physical or mental impairment
which results in marked and severe
functional limitations" of substantial
duration. The new definition may
limit eligibility for children with very
significant physical or mental func
tional limitations. It is possible, for
example, that children who have a
combination of impairments will have
more difficulty qualifying if no single
condition matches a medical impair
ment on SS~s listing.
Children will no longer be able
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to qualify through an Individualized
Functional Assessment (I FA) . The
welfare reform legislation eliminates
the Individualized Functional Assess 
m ent (IFA) established after th e
Zebley decision, as of the date of en
actment. In an IFA , a state disability
examiner determines eligibility by
co mparing a child's limitations in
various areas of daily activity to the
activities of children the same age
who do not have a disability. In many
states , up to one-third of eligible chil
dren qualified through the IFA.
Children can now qu alify only
through the more restrictive medical
listings. SSA will re- evaluate eac h
child who qualified through an IFA
to determine if he or she will remain
eligible through the medical listings.
SSA has one year from the date of
enactment to accomplish these rede
terminations. The legislation allocates
additional administrative funding for
SSA to complete them and conduct
co ntinuing-disability reviews. Cur
rent recipients will continue receiv
ing benefits until either July 1, 1997
or the date of redetermination , if it is
later.
Elimination of the IFA has maj or
consequences for children with seri
ous mental, emotional and behavioral
disorders. Among children who now
qualify through the functional assess
ment, 44% have a mental illness or
serious emotional disorder. SSA data
indicate the percentage of children,
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within diagnoses , who will lose ac
cess to SSI by elimination of the IFA
includes: (a) 49% of the children who
qualify because of mood disorders;
and (b) 22% of those children who
have schizophrenia.
The IFA generated much of the
controversy about the program be
cause critics alleged that parents
coach their children to fake mental
disorders. These allegations prompted
several examinations of the program
by SSA, the Health and Human Ser
vices Office of Inspector General and
the General Accounting Office. While
they criticized some aspects of the
program, none of the investigators
were able to substantiate allegations
of Widespread fraud. CBO estimates
that 267 ,000 children will lose access
to benefits over the next six years as
a result of the IFA's elimination.
The medical listings will be modi
fied to eliminate references to "mal
adaptive behavior" when evaluating
personallbehavioral functioning for
children with mental impairments.
Under the mental impairment list
ings , maladaptive behavior may be
counted both in the domain of social
functioning and in the domain of per
sonallbehavioral functioning. Con
trary to anecdotal reports , the current
disability evaluation process has not
allowed children to qualify solely on
the basis of a mental diagnosis and
evidence of maladaptive behavior.
However, despite advocacy on this
issue, the legislation eliminates use of
such evidence in one part of the men
tal impairment listings. CBO esti
mates that , over the next six years,
another 48,000 children will lose ac
cess to benefits as a result of this change
in the mental impairment listings.
Up to 50,000 children will lose
access to health care through the
Medicaid program. Children who lose
their SSl benefits will continue to re
ceive Medicaid if they can remain eli
gible on other grounds, such as their
age and their family's low income.
Coverage of low-income children
though age 13 is now guaranteed and
mandatory coverage of older children
is being phased in through 2002.
Children with severe disabilities who

lose their Medicaid eligibility will face
tremendous uncertainty. Many fami
lies will simply not have the resources
to care for them at home. Many will
have to turn to state and local gov
ernments for assistance. Especially
tragic is the likelihood that more
families will be forced to surrender
custody to get care for their children,
either through the foster care system
or in state institutions-at far higher
cost to taxpayers. And without the
federal dollars that parents now spend
on their children's behalf, states' costs
to serve children with severe disabili
ties will escalate.
More frequent reviews of disabil
ity. The legislation mandates continu
ing-disability reviews every three
years for all children except those
whose conditions are not expected to
improve. The child's representative
payee will have to show evidence, at
the time of the review, that the child
is receiving treatment to the extent
medically necessary and available for
the qualifying condition. For children
who qualify because of their low birth
weight, it requires reviews 12 months
after birth. And within one year after
a child's 18th birthday, it requires re
view under adult eligibility criteria.
Dedicated savings account. The
legislation requires the parent to es
tablish an account for any back ben
efits that exceed six times the maxi
mum monthly payment. This money
may be used only to cover specific
expenses, including education or jobskills training, personal-needs assis
tance , speCial equipment or hOUSing
modifications , medical treatment ,
therapy or rehabilitation, and other
items or services that SSA has deter
mined are appropriate.
Reduced benefits for hospitalized
children with private insurance. The
legislation requires that children
who are hospitalized, whose medi
cal care is covered by private insur
ance, receive no more than the $30
monthly SSl benefit paid to children
whose medical bills are covered by
Medicaid.
New regulations. The legislation
requires SSA to develop new regula
tions for the children's SSl program
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within three months after enactment.
Annual reports. The legislation
requires SSA to provide an annual re
port on the SSI program to the Presi
dent and Congress, including his tori
cal data on prior enrollment by public
assistance recipients.
GAO study. The legislation re
quires a study by the General Ac
counting Office on the impact of the
new children's SSI provisions and the
extra expenses incurred by families of
children receiving benefits that are
not covered by other federal, state or
local programs.
Current status. The children's SSI
program now provides eligible chil
dren up to $470 a month and, in most
states, access to health care through
Medicaid . The money helps many
families meet their child's need for
speCial food , clothing, equipment,
transportation, unreimbursed medi
cal expenses and child care-includ
ing care by a parent who cuts back
on work to provide it.
At various times during the wel
fare reform debate, families faced the
threat of lOSing this cash assistanceeither through its replacement by
vouchers for state-provided services
or by a 25% reduction in benefits for
certain children. Fortunately, the chil
dren who remain eligible will con
tinue to receive the critical support
of cash assistance.
Recently, the allowance rate for
children applying for SSl benefits has
declined to a rate lower than it was
before the Zebley decision . Data from
the Social Security Administration
show that the allowance rate, which
was 43% prior to the Zebley decision,
had fallen to 32% in 1995 and con
tinued its drop during the first four
months of 1996, to 31 %.
SOURCE: Bazelon Center for Mental
Health Law, 1101 15th Street N.W,
Suite 1212, Washington, D.C. 20005
1212; (202) 467-5730 (voice); (202)
467-4232 (TDD) ; (202) 223-0409

(fax).

NOTfS &COMMfNTS
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR QUALITY
ASSURANCE LAUNCHES BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
ACCREDITATION PROGRAM
The National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA)
is an independent not-for-profit organization dedicated
to assessing and reporting on the quality of managed care
plans, including health maintenance organizations
(HMOs). NCQA is governed by a board of directors that
includes employers, consumer and labor representatives,
health plans, quality experts, regulators and representa
tives from organized medicine. NCQA recently launched
a Behavioral Health Accreditation Program that aims to
assess the quality of managed behavioral health care ser
vice delivery.
Upon implementation, the standards will be used pri
marily to review managed behavioral health care organi
zations. Managed care organizations that provide behav
ioral health services will continue to be reviewed under
NCQA's MCO Accreditation Standards, but will also be
given the option of having their behavioral health pro
grams reviewed under the Behavioral Health Standards.
After three years, NCQA anticipates that all managed be
havioral health programs will be assessed against the Be
havioral Health Standards.
The draft standards mark the first national effort to
assess the quality of managed behavioral health plans,
but the standards also incorporate the work of several
large, national employers who have, individually, de
veloped criteria by which to examine the quality of
managed behavioral health care organizations. For ad
ditional information concerning the draft national ac
creditation standards for managed behavioral health or
ganizations contact: National Committee for Quality
Assurance, 2000 l Street, N.W., Suite 500, Washing
ton, D.C. 20036; (202) 955-3500 (Voice) ; (202) 955
3599 (fax); http://www.ncqa.org (World Wide Web).

FAREWELL STAFF MEMBERS!
We would like to recognize five Research and Training
Center staff members who have recently left the Center.
After twelve years with the Research and Training Center,
James Mason, the Center's director of training and prin
cipal investigator for the Increasing Multicultural Parent
Involvement project, has accepted a position with the
Oregon Health Sciences University. James is coordinating
the Oregon Health Professions Partnership Initiative. This
new initiative is an innovative plan to improve educational
opportunities for people of color and women interested
in the health professions. James' new role involves pro
moting close cooperation between high school students
participating in a health sCiencelbiotechnology magnet
program and higher education health-related programs.
Fortunately for the Center,lames will continue to be avail
able to us as a consultant on diversity issues and will con
tinue to teach a course within Portland State University's
School of Social Work.

Denise Stuntzner-Gibson and her family recently
moved to Roseburg, Oregon. Denise served as the project
manager for the Effects of Family Participation in Services:
A Panel Study project. That project evaluated a five year
intervention funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foun
dation that included case management services plus flex
ible funding to serve children with serious emotional dis
orders. Denise has happily returned to her small town,
rural roots. Denise accepted a position with a social ser
vice organization that provides short-term, intensive ser
vices to families who have been identified as "at-risk"
within the child welfare system.
Katie Schultze recently retired after twelve years with
the Research and Training Center and 23 years with the
Regional Research Institute for Human Services. Most re
cently Katie served as the project manager for the Family
Participation in Residential Treatment Programs project.
Her other hats have included coordination responsibili
ties for a number of the Center's conferences and a variety
of administrative duties. Katie's so-called "retirement"
includes ongoing social services consulting work and
extensive travel plans. Shortly before retiring Katie trav
eled to Ethiopia and Mexico, and now has plans to visit
Portugal.
Harold Briggs and Solla Carrock have also just left
the Research and Training Center. Harold and Solla served
as, respectively, the principal investigator and the project
manager for the National Evaluation of Statewide Family
Support Networks project. That evaluation project tracked
the development of 28 statewide family support networks
across the country. We will continue to regularly see
Harold as he is continuing his work as an associate pro
fessor in the Graduate School of Social Work. Harold is
thoroughly enjoying teaching: "I just love teaching!" He
is spending more time with his wife and son and is work
ing to increase the balance in his life between work and
family.
Solla accepted a position as a tester with a software
company. She is continuing her coursework and will re
ceive her computer science degree in December. Solla also
meets weekly with a writer's group and is diligently pur
suing her interest in creative writing. Solla said, "What I
enjoyed the most about my position with the Research
and Training Center was the opportunity to talk with fam
ily members."
We wish all of these individuals the best in the fu
ture and are grateful that we had the opportunity to
work with them.

CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FUNDS STUDY OF
RURAL MANAGED CARE SERVICES
On October 1, 1996 the Center for Mental Health Ser
vices, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Ad
ministration, awarded nearly $1,350,000 to Portland State
University's Regional Research Institute for Human Ser-
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ment; (6) therapeutic foster care; (7) residential services;
and (8) family support services. This concise book also
evaluates the methodology of the studies, analyzes their
results, and summarizes the findings for each individual
component.
The above two books as well as the first volume in the
series, From Case Management to Service Coordination for
Children With Emotional, Behavioral or Mental Disorders:
Building on Family Strengths, are available from the Paul
H. Brookes Publishing Company, P.O. Box 10624, Balti
more, Maryland 21285-0624; (800) 638-3775 (voice);
(410) 337-8539 (fax).

vices to conduct a three year study that will examine ru
ral managed care health services. At present, very little
information is available about the impact of managed care
on children with serious emotional disorders and Medic
aid clients served by rural community mental health agen
cies. The capita ted managed care plan to be studied is
administered by Greater Oregon Behavioral Health, Inc.
This system operates in rural Oregon, serves some 35,000
covered individuals and has been in operation as a pre
paid Medicaid provider for almost two years.
The study is designed to: (1) determine whether out
come differences exist between recipients of prepaid ver
sus fee for service health care; (2) compare the linkages
with primary care providers made by prepaid mental health
providers with those made by fee-for-service mental health
providers; (3) compare prepaid and fee-for-service clients'
usage of hospital and residential services; and (6) com
pare expenditures of prepaid mental health providers and
fee-for-service systems providers. For further information
on this project contact: Robert 1. Paulson, Ph.D., Regional
Research Institute for Human Services, Portland State
University, P.O. Box 751, Portland, Oregon 97207-0751;
(503) 725-5195 (voice); (503) 7254180 (fax): or E-mail
paulsor@pdx.edu

Emerging School-Based Approaches for Children With
Emotional and Behavioral Problems: Research and Practice
in Service Integration (1996) features conceptual, practice
and research issues relevant to school-based integrated
service programs for children and youth with emotional
and behavioral disorders. The topics addressed include:
(1) an analysis of the National Agenda for Children and
Youth With Emotional and Behavioral Disorders; (2) struc
turing schools to become primary delivery sites for a range
of health and social services; (3) descriptions of exem
plary programs from across the country that have as their
focus the integration of services; and (4) the challenges
and opportunities of involving families in change processes
in schools. Emerging School-Based Approaches may be or
dered from: The Haworth Press, Inc., 10 Alice Street,
Binghamton, New York 13904-1580; (800) 342-9678
(voice); (800) 895-0582 (fax).

NEW CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH
RESOURCES
Children's Mental Health: Creating Systems of Care in a
Changing Society (1996) is the newly published anchor of
a book series entitled Systems of Care for Children's Mental
CALL FOR PAPERS
Health. Edited by Beth A. Stroul, M.Ed., and including a
The Research and Training Center for Children's Mental
foreword by Rosalynn Carter, Children's Mental Health thor
Health is now accepting applications to present at their
oughly discusses current philosophies, trends and prac
tices in children's mental health. This volume examines:
tenth anniversary conference on service system research.
(1) the philosophical underpinnings of the system of care
The national conference, A System of Care for Children's
concept and the values and principles that should guide
Mental Health: Expanding the Research Base, will be held
on February 23-26, 1997 at the Hyatt Regency Westshore
service delivery; (2) system development efforts under
in Tampa, Florida.
taken at federal, state and local levels; (3) management
For the past decade, this national conference has ex
issues affecting the development, operation and evalua
tion of systems of care; (4) family involvement in all as
plored current research methods and findings regarding
pects of service planning and delivery within systems of
emerging systems of care and policy for children emo
tional and behavioral disorders and their families. For
care; (5) specific service delivery approaches for various
the tenth annual conference, 600 researchers, evaluators,
sub populations of youth; and (6) the issues and challenges
administrators, policymakers, advocates and family mem
facing systems of care in the future.
bers will come to Tampa Bay to learn how the research
What Works in Children's Mental Health Services? Un 
base can be used to strengthen service systems in their
covering Answers to Critical Questions (1996) is the third
communities.
volume in the Systems of Care for Children's Mental Health
The Center will consider proposals for paper presen
book series . Edited by Krista Kutash, Ph.D. and Vestena
Robbins Rivera, M.A., this book offers policymakers, ser
tations (30 minutes) and poster presentations, and en
courages proposals for symposia (90 minutes) that com
vice providers and related profeSSionals a comprehensive
overview of recent research in the field of children's men
bine several presentations related to a single study or topic
area. The deadline to submit applications to present is
tal health. This volume describes studies that have been
October 30, 1996.
conducted on each of the following components of a co
Typical topics will include: (1) characteristics of chil
ordinated network of services: (1) outpatient services; (2)
home-based services; (3) crisis and emergency services;
dren receiving services; (2) service system development
(4) case management/service coordination; (5) day treat
and assessment; (3) treatment and program evaluations;
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(4) organization, staffing and financing of service systems;
(5) policy development/change initiatives; (6) account
ability and managed care; (7) research and evaluation of
services; (8) research in the education system; and (9)
studies on child welfare/foster care systems.
The Research and Training Center for Children's Men
tal Health is part of the Department of Child and Family
Studies at the University of South Florida's Mental Health
Institute. The Center is federally funded by the Center
for Mental Health Services and the National Institute on
Disability and Rehabilitation Research.
To request submission information and instructions
contact: Krista Kutash, Ph.D., Deputy Director, Research
and Training Center for Children's Mental Health, Florida
Mental Health Institute , University of South Florida,
13301 Bruce B. Downs Blvd., Tampa, Florida 33612-3899;
(813) 974-4661 (vo ic e); (813) 974-6257 (fax ); or
ku tash@hal.fmhi.usLedu (e-mail).

BI-ANNUAL TRAINING INSTITUTES
HELD IN MICHIGAN

FEDERATION OF FAMILIES FOR
CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH SCHEDULES
EIGHTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE

The Federation of Families for Children's Mental Health
will hold its eighth annual conference November 15-1 7,
1996 at the Crystal Gateway Marriott Hotel in Arlington,
Virginia. The conference, entitled Ahead of the Curve:
Maximizing Learning Opportunities Jor Children and Youth
With Emotional , Behavioral or Mental Disorders, will fea
ture a keynote address by Jonathan Kozol, author of Amaz
ing Grace. Kozol is a long-time child welfare advocate.
His newest book, Amazing Grace , is a report from one of
the poorest places in the nation, New York's South Bronx.
A limited number of scholarships are available to make it
possible for families from all ethnic and cultural back
grounds, all economic circumstances, and all geographic
regions of the country to participate in the Federation's
annual conference. For additional conference information
contact: Federation of Families for Children's Mental
Health, 1021 Prince Street, Alexandria , Virginia 22314;
(703) 684-7710 (voice); (703) 836-1040 (fax ); http://
www.mindspring.coml-bcfamily/ (World Wide Web).

The Grand Traverse Resort in Traverse City, Michigan was
the site for the recent children's mental health Training
NEW MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION
Institutes. The bi-annual event, held June 9-13 , 1996, and
CLEARINGHOUSE ANNOUNCED
entitled Developing Local Systems of Care in a Managed
The
Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services
Care Environment for Children and Adolescents with Seri
Administration's (SAMHSA) Center for Mental Health
ous Emotional Disturbances, attracted approximately 1300
Services (CMHS) recently launched the National Mental
participants from across the United States. General ses
Health Services Knowledge Exchange Network (KEN)
sions examined, from a variety of perspectives, the growth
a one-stop source of information and resources on men
of managed care and its potential implications for sys
tal health. KEN offers a traditional helpline for informa
tems of care, issues faCing children and families and cur
rent directions in our national policy.
tion and referrals through a toll-free telephone service
((800) 789-2647). The public can also reach KEN online,
Featured speakers included Keith Schafer, vice presi
either through its World Wide Web site on the Internet
dent of Government Programs of Value Behavioral Health,
(http://www.mentalhealth.org) or through its electronic
a managed behavioral health company serving over 21
bulletin board service ((800) 790-2647) , which is acces
million people (where his role is assisting government
sible via computer and modem.
agencies as they move into the managed care environ
KEN was created to provide ready access to mental
ment) and Geoffrey Canada, president and chief execu
tive officer of New York City's Rheedlan Centers for Chil
health information and resources to users of mental health
services, their families, the general public, and those who
dren and Families and author of Fist Stick Knife Gun: A
deSign, deliver or finance mental health services. "Men
Personal History of Violence in America.
tal illness is one of the most significant health problems
In addition, workshops focused on a range of issues
in America ," said SAMHSA Administrator Nelba Chavez,
related to system development such as educating the pub
Ph.D . "At the same time , it is one of the most treatable
lic about children's mental health, roles for families in
systems of care, accountability in systems of care, leader
illnesses. Unfortunately, many people are not getting the
help they need-often because they do not know where
ship, family involvement in managed care, and involving
youth in systems of care.
to go for help. KEN is a way to put people in touch with
the information and referrals they need. "
The Institutes are sponsored by the National Techni
cal Assistance Center for Children's Mental Health at
KEN 's toll-free helpline and online resources pro
Georgetown University and are funded by the Center for
vide linkages and referrals to more than 1,600 con
sumer and family advocacy organizations; federal , state
Mental Health Services, Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration. For more information
and local mental health agencies; mental health orga
nizations and associations ; national clearinghouses and
contact the National Technical Assistance Center for
information centers; and sixteen CMHS technical as
Children's Mental Health at 3307 M Street, N.W, Wash
sistance centers that address speCial issues related to
ington, D.C. 20007; (202) 687-5000 (voice); (202) 687
1954 (fax).
mental health services .
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PUBliCATIONS
o

o

FAMILY SUPPORT AND DISABILITIES: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Family
member relationships with support persons, service system Jor Jamilies,
descriptions oj speciJic Jamily support programs. $6.50.

AN INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL COMPETENCE PRINCIPLES AND ElEMENTS: AN
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Describes articles & books that exempliJy aspects
oj the CASSP cultural competence model. $6.50

o GATHERING & SHARING: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF SERVICE DELIVERY TO
o
EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED INDIAN CHILDREN.
GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS. LAWS. &TERMS FOR PARENTS WHOSE CHILDREN HAVE
o ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. PARENTS OF EMOTIONALLY HANDICAPPED CHIL oEMOTIONAL
HANDICAPS.
excerptedJrom Taking Charge. Approxi
DREN: NEEDS. RESOURCES. &RElATIONSHIPS WITH PROFESSIONALS.
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. COLLABORATION BETWEEN PROFESSIONALS &FAMI
LIES OF CHILDREN WITH SERIOUS EMOTIONAL DISORDERS. $6.00.

$1.00.

$7.50.

Glossary

mately 150 acronyms, laws, words, phrases explained. $3.00.

o

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. YOUTH IN TRANSITION: RESOURCES FOR PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT &DIRECT SERVICE INTERVENTION. $1.00.

:::J

INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR PROGRAMS
SERVING CHILDREN WITH EMOTIONAL DISABILITIES &THEIR FAMILIES. $5.50.

o

BROTHERS &SISTERS OF CHILDREN WITH DISABIlITIES: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOG
RAPHY. $5 .00.

o

INTER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION FOR FAMILY-CENTERED SERVICES: ASURVEY OF
INTERPROFESSIONAL/INTERDISCIPLINARY TRAINING PROGRAMS. Planning, imple

o

BUILDING ACONCEPTUAL MODEl OF FAMILY RESPONSE TO ACHILD'S CHRONIC
ILLNESS OR DISABILITY. Proposes comprehensive model oJJamily caregiving

mentation, content, administration , evaluation ojJamily-centered train
ing programs Jor proJessionals. $9 .00.

based on literature review. Causal antecedents, mediating processes and
adaptational outcomes ojJamily coping considered. $5.50.

o
otrainers'
MAKING THE SYSTEM WORK: AN ADVOCACY WORKSHOP FOR PARENTS.
gUide Jor a one-day workshop
introduce the purpose oj

ISSUES IN CULTURALLY COMPETENT SERVICE DELIVERY: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOG
RAPHY. $5.00.

o

CHANGING ROlES. CHANGING RElATIONSHIPS: PARENT-PROFESSIONAL COL
LABORATION ON BEHALF OF CHILDREN WITH EMOTIONAL DISABIlITIES. Examines

A

barriers to collaboration, elements oj successJul collaboration, strate
gies Jor parents and proJessionals. $4.50.

to

advocacy, identiJy sources ojpower, the chain oj command in agencies and
school systems, practice advocacy tec hniques. $8.50.

o CHILD ADVOCACY ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
o THE MULTNOMAH COUNTY CAPS PROJECT: AN EFFORT TO COORDINATE SERVICE
o
CHOICES FOR TREATMENT: METHODS. MODELS. & PROGRAMS OF INTERVENTION
DELIVERY FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH CONSIDERED SERIOUSLY EMOTIONALLY DIS
FOR CHILDREN WITH EMOTIONAL DISABILITIES & THEIR FAMILIES. AN ANNOTATED
TURBED. Process evaluation oj an interagency collaborative eJJort. $7.00.
BIBLIOGRAPHY. Includes innovative
and programs. $6.50.
o NATIONAL
DIRECTORY OF ORGANIZATIONS SERVING PARENTS OF CHILDREN AND
o COllABORATION IN INTER PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE AND TRAINING: AN ANNO YOUTH
WITH EMOTIONAL AND BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS. THIRD EDITION. Includes
$1.00.

strategies

TATED BIBLIOGRAPHY. Addresses interproJessional, interagency and Jamily

612 entries describing organizations that oJJer support, education, reJer
ral, advocacy, and other assistance to parents. $12.00.

proJessional collaboration. Includ es methods oj interproJessional col
laboration, trainingJor collaboration , and interproJessional program and
training examples. $7 .00.

o

NEXT STEPS:A NATIONAL FAMILY AGENDA FOR CHILDREN WHO HAVE EMOTIONAL
DISORDERS CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS. 1988. Development oj parent organ iza

o

CULTURAL COMPETENCE SElF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE: A MANUAL FOR
USERS. Instrum ent to assist chile-& Jamily -serving agencies assess cross

tions, bUilding coalitions, Jamily support services, access to educational
services, custody relinquishment, case management. $6.00 .

cultural strengths & weaknesses. $8.00

o NEXT STEPS: ANATIONAL FAMILY AGENDA FOR CHILDREN WHO HAVE EMOTIONAL
o
DEVElOPING AND MAINTAINING MUTUAL AID GROUPS FOR PARENTS & OTHER
DISORDERS (BOOKLET). DeSignedJor use in educating about children's mental
FAMILY MEMBERS:AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Single copy:
Five Copies: $7.00.
health
o FAMILIES AS ALLIES CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS: PARENT-PROFESSIONAL COL o ORGANIZATIONS FOR PARENTS OF CHILDREN WHO HAVE SERIOUS EMOTIONAL
LABORATION TOWARD IMPROVING SERVICES FOR SERIOUSLY EMOTIONALLY HANDI
$7.50.

issues.

$2.50.

DISORDERS: REPORT OF A NATIONAL STUDY. Study oj 207 organizations Jar

CAPPED CHILDREN &THEIR FAMILIES. 1986. Delegates Jrom thirteen western

parents oj chi ldren with serious emotional disorders. $4.00.

states. $1.00.

o

o FAMILY ADVOCACY ORGANIZATIONS: ADVANCES IN SUPPORT AND SYSTEM RE

PARENT-PROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION CONTENT IN PROFESSIONAL EDUCA
TION PROGRAMS:A RESEARCH REPORT. Results oj nationwide survey oj proJes

organizations in 15 states. $8.50 .

sional programs that involve parent-proJessional collaboration. Includes
descriptions oj individual programs $5.00.

FORM. Describes and evaluates the development oj statewide parent

o FAMILY CAREGIVING FOR CHILDREN WITH A SERIOUS EMOTIONAL DISABILITY. o PARENTS AS POLICY-MAKERS: A HANDBOOK FOR EFFECTIVE PARTICIPATION.
Describes policy- making bodies, examines advocacy
describes recruit

Summarizes a Jamily caregiving model employed in survey ojJam iI ies
with children with emotiona l disabiliti es . Includes revi ew, questionnaire,
data collection and analysis procedures andJindings. $8.00.

skills,

ment methods, provides contactsJor Jurther inJormation.$7.25.

o
o RESPITE CARE: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY.
o RESPITE CARE: AMONOGRAPH. Types oj respite care programs, recruitment
and training oj proViders, beneJits oj respite services Jamilies, respite care

RESPITE CARE: AKEY INGREDIENT OF FAMILY SUPPORT. CONFERENCE PROCEED
INGS. 1989. Starting respite programs, Jinancing services $5.50.

o FAMILY INVOLVEMENT IN POLICY MAKING: AFINAL REPORT ON THE FAMILIES IN

ACTION PROJECT. Outcomes oJJocus group liJe history interviews;Jive case

$7.00.

studies oJinvolvement in policy-makingprocessess; results oj survey data;
implications Jor Jamily members and policy- mahers. $10 .25.

o

FAMILYIPROFESSIONAL COLLABORATION:THE PERSPECTIVE OFTHOSEWHO HAVE
TRIED. Describes curriculum's strengths and limitations, eJJect oj training

to
policy andJuture policy directions, andJunding sources. $4 .50.

o STATEWIDE PARENT ORGANIZATION DEMONSTRATION PROJECT FINAL REPORT.

on practice, barriers to collaboration. $ 7 .50

o FAMILY RESEARCH & DEMONSTRATION SYMPOSIUM REPORT. Summarizes

Evaluates the development oj parent organizations in Jiv e states. $5 .00.

recommendations Jrom 1992 meetingJor developingJamily research and
demonstration agenda in areas oj parent-proJessional collaboration,
training systems, Jamily support, advocacy, multicultural competence,
andJinancing. $7.00.

MORE LISTINGS &ORDER FORM ON REVERSE SIDE!
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PUBliCATIONS
oTIONALTAKING
CHARGE: A HANDBOOK FOR PARENTS WHOSE CHILDREN HAVE EMO
DISORDERS. Third edition includes CASSP prin cip les, recent
changes in Jederallaw, description oj various disorders. $ 7.50.

oFAMILYTHESUPPORT
DRIVING FORCE: THE INFLUENCE OF STATEWIDE FAMILY NETWORKS ON
& SYSTEMS OF CARE. Highlights
acti vi ti es oj 15

system. Elements oj a comprehensive transiti on poli cy are desc ribed.
Tra11Sition poli cies Jrom seventeen states are included. $8.50.

oFAMILYWORKING
TOGETHER FOR CHILDREN: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY ABOUT
MEMBER PARTICIPATION IN CHILDREN'S MENTAL HEALTH POLICY-MAKING

1993
statewide Jamily advocacy organi zati ons. $9.00.

GROUPS. IdeasJor enh ancingJamily member participati on an d conceptual

o

o

tion among proJes si onals in task groups to establish comprehensive
systems oj care Jor children and their Jami li es . $5.75.

eIlce. $8.50 .

models regarding increasing parti ci pati on. $6 .25 .

WORKING TOGETHER: THE PARENT/PROFESSIONAL PARTNERSHIP. Train ers'
THERAPEUTIC CASE ADVOCACY TRAINERS' GUIDE: A FORMAT FOR TRAINING
gUide Jor a one-day wo rks hop Jo r a combined pa rell t/proJess ional aud i
DIRECT SERVICE STAFF &ADMINISTRATORS. Addres ses interage ncy collabora 

o THERAPEUTICCASE ADVOCACY WORKERS' HANDBOOK. Companion to th e
Th erapeuti c Case Advocacy Train ers' Guide. Explains th e Therapeuti c
Case Advocacy model, stru cture oj task groups, group process issues,
evaluations. $4.50 .

o TRANSITION POLICIES AFFECTING SERVICES TO YOUTH WITH SERIOUS EMO

o

YOUTH IN TRANSITION: ADESCRIPTION OF SELECTED PROGRAMS SERVING AOO 
lESCENTS WITH EMOTIONAL DISABILITIES. Res idential treatm ent, hos pital and
school based, case management, and multi-service agency transition
prog rams are in cl uded. $6 .50.

o

LIST OF OTHER PUBLICATIONS AUTHORED BY RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER
MEMBERS. Lists journ al articles, boo k chapters, monogra phs. Free .

TIONAL DISABILITIES. Examines how sta te level transition policies ca n
Ja cilita te transitions Jrom the child se rvice system to the adult service
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